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I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study Is to examine the decision-making 
process by which sites for pub I le and subsidized housing In the 
City of Yonkers, New York were selected, with particular 
attention to the role of the planner. 
The basis for this study Is a landmark court decision 
handed down by Judge Leonard B. Sand of the Southern District 
Federal Court. In the United States vs. the City of Yonkers, et 
al, Judge Sand found a causal relationship between the 
segregated conditions of the city's publ le housing and schools 
and decisions of federal, state, and local agencies. Judge Sand 
found that the City Councl I and the Community Development Agency 
of Yonkers, del lberately located pub I le and subsidized housing 
In a heavl ly minority, downtown area of the city, Southwest 
Yonkers. This pattern of segregated housing supported a school 
board which Intent Iona I ly maintained a racially segregated 
school system. 
The hypotheses of this study are twofold; first, that the 
professional planners, by and large, refused to acknowledge the 
relationship between the composition and location of housing and 
the resultant segregation of schools. For example, they did not 
understand the relationship between the location of publ le 
housing and the Issues of school segregation planning, bus 
routes, feeder patterns, and school enrollment compost Ion. And 
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second, that planners were Ineffective In lnfluenclng, or would 
not engage In, the pol It lea I process which promoted housing 
segregation through the site select Ion process over the past 
forty years. In addition, they refused to Influence the school 
districts' decisions which promoted school segregation. These 
hypotheses are exp I lcated by an analysis of how site decisions 
for pub I le housing were made with emphasis on the the role of 
the planner. 
There are several reasons why the case against the City of 
Yonkers was chosen as the topic of this study. First, this Is a 
landmark decision which planners, city offlclals, and Interest 
groups, wl 11 look to when grappl Ing with Issues relatlng to 
housing and school segregation. For municipal planners In 
partlcular the decision Is a pivotal one. It sets forth a legal 
responslbl I lty under the Fourteenth Amendment, on the part of 
munlclpal offlclals, lncludlng planners to avoid discriminatory 
pol lcles In creating pub I le and subsidized housing that can lead 
to segregated neighborhoods and schools (Feld, 4). 
The segregated condition of housing and schools In Yonkers 
also polgnantly I I lustrates the Importance of understanding the 
lmpl !cations of the planner's role In decision making, and the 
relatlonshlp of that role to the pol It lea I environment. Alan 
Altschuler commented that: 
as planners become more conscious of pol It lea I roles , they 
may also become more tolerant of concessions made In the 
name of expediency and for planners as a servant to 
partlcular cl lents within the community. Unless planning 
theory has defined some prlnclpals that are Inviolable, the 
moral position of the planner may be compromised 
(Rablnovltz, 154). 
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In her book, City Pol I tics and Planning, Francine 
Rablnovltz attributes the effectiveness of planning to three 
variables: the organization of the munlclpal planning agency 
(generally beyond the scope of this study), the role of 
planners, and the pol ltlcal system. The primary role of the 
planners In Yonkers was that of technician. According to 
Rablnovltz, the technician provides advice and presents 
alternatives to decision makers, but does not attempt to 
Implement recommended courses of action. The norm supporting 
this role Is to avoid confl let with community leaders 
(Rablnovltz, 14). Given the pol ltlcal environment which 
characterized Yonkers, the role of the technician was 
Incompatible with promoting and real I zing pol lcles that 
recognized the lnterrelatlonshlps of housing and schools, and 
Incorporated values of soclal equity. 
The underlying framework used to organize and analyze the 
decision making process for site select Ion In Yonkers was based 
on a conceptual scheme employed by Martin Meyerson and Edward 
Banfield In Pol I tics, Planning, and the Pub I le Interest. In 
their study of how sites were selected for pub I le housing In 
Chicago during the late 1940's and 1950's, Meyerson and Banfield 
examined the "ends" which various actors sought to obtain and 
the way they went about attaining them. They defined and end as 
"an Image of a state of affairs which Is the object or goal of 
activity." In this case study each of the key actors Involved 
In the site selection process for pub I le housing In Yonkers are 
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analyzed In terms of the end which they sought to attain . Very 
often the ends of different actors were In confl let. Yonkers 
City Councl I dominated the decision making process; Its "ends" 
were the ones that were real I zed. 
The primary source for this study was Judge Sand's decision 
Issued on November 21. 1985. In the 665 page document. the 
actions of federal. state. and local off lclals are meticulously 
detal led through testimony, local. state. and federal government 
documents. and federal and state housing legislation. A key 
assumption made In preparing this case study was that the 
federal court's decision accurately reflects the events. 
pol lcles. and activities of the principals In the forty years 
examined by the court. 
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I I . THE COURT CASE 
In 1980, responding to a complaint by the Yonkers branch of 
the NAACP, the U.S. Department of Justice f I led a suit against 
the City of Yonkers, the Yonkers Board of Education, and the 
Yonkers Community Development Agency charging that the City 
segregated Its publ le housing and schools racially. Speclflcal ly 
the defendants contended that City officials: 
Intent Iona I ly fol lowed a systematic pattern of select Ing 
sites for pub I le and subsidized housing projects that has 
effectively perpetuated racial segregation In the City of 
Yonkers, In violation of the constitution and Title VI I I of 
the Clvl I Rights Act of 1968, and the segregated condition 
of publ le schools has been caused, In substantial part, by 
Intent Iona I, racially discriminatory actions and omissions 
(US vs. Yonkers, Appendix, 1). 
In response to the housing component of the case the City 
contended that It did not select sites for pub I le housing on the 
basis of race, and that " any segregative effect which the site 
selections may have had was entirely unintended." The City 
asserts that (NB): 
the extreme concentration of subsidized housing In 
Southwest Yonkers reflects only a consistent strategy, 
adopted for reasons unrelated to race, to use subsidized 
housing to help rebul Id Southwest Yonkers. In defense of 
that strategy the City argues that It was recommended by 
outside consultants as wel I as by Its own planning staff, 
and Indeed, even encouraged by federal housing and urban 
renewal pol Icy (US vs. Yonkers, 5). 
Judge Sand, however, on November 20, 1985 ruled that the 
City had In fact I I legally and Intentionally created or 
maintained racial segregation In Its publ le housing and schools. 
His decision was hal led as a landmark rul Ing since for 
NB: In this study, the City means the Yonkers City Councl I. 
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the first time a federal court accepted the argument that 
housing and school segregation were causally I Inked, showing how 
the first bore responslbl I lty for the second. The Court found 
that the actions of responsible city, state, and federal 
authorities, and the School District In Yonkers created and 
maintained a segregated school system; the housing pol Icy 
decisions often caused and certainly exacerbated racial 
segregation In Yonkers (Feld, 3). Judge Sand determined that 
City offlclals, In response to extreme opposition by communities 
outside the Southwest, effectively transformed a leglslatlve 
requirement to provide adequate relocation Into a mandate to 
construct as much publ le housing as poss Ible In the Southwest (NB) 
In formulating his rul Ing Judge Sand cited several recurring 
patterns which emerged out of the City's efforts to select sites 
and construct pub I le housing: 
1. the emergence of strong community opposition to proposed 
subsidized faml ly housing when sites were located In 
predominantly white East Yonkers, 
2. a pol It lea I structure I lkely to make community 
opposition unusually effective, and 
3. the consistency with which the sites that prompted 
opposition In East Yonkers and other heavl ly white areas 
were subsequently rejected, abandoned, or otherwise 
opposed by city offlclals (US vs. Yonkers, 181-182) . 
The Court found that planning objectives stated In local 
plans ( such as the Master Plans and Housing Assistance Plans ) 
as wel I as state and federal programs were disregarded or 
compromised; that the degree to which a proposed site was 
supported or rejected depended on whether It was In the eastern 
or western part of the City; and that planning criteria were 
appl led Inconsistently. The Court noted that the City was warned 
NB: The Southwest Is made up of census tracts 1-6 and 10-13, or 
their subdivided equivalents after 1960 . 
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repeatedly of the negative effects resultlng from the 
concentration of subsidized housing In Southwest Yonkers by many 
sources at different times Including the City's Plannlng 
Director, representatives of the U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development, the New York State Urban Development 
Corporation, and a variety of local and natlonal Interest 
groups. 
The history of pub I le housing presented In the Court's 
rul Ing Is long and complex. An artlcle pub I I shed In a local 
paper, the Herald Statesman summarizes the key events that took 
place since 1971. This chronology Is found In Appendix A. 
However, one major component which should be reviewed, Is 
the role of the U.S. Department of Housing and Development (HUD) 
In the case. 
The NAACP Joined the City of Yonkers In a suit against HUD 
fl led In 1980. In March of 1984 a consent decree was agreed upon 
between the NAACP and HUD In a partial settlement of the case. 
HUD was required to provide federal funds for the construction 
of 200 units of low-Income faml ly housing In East Yonkers and 
provide for 175 rent subsidies. HUD also agreed that It would 
cut off al I funding unless the City agreed to bul Id the housing 
and to use the subsidies In East Yonkers (Tlmel lne, A6). 
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The Status of the Case as of July 31, 1987 
In the month after the court decision was Issued Judge Sand 
ordered the City to submit separate proposals to desegregate the 
City's schools and housing . By September , 1986 the Yonkers 
school system opened under an Integration plan. However, the 
City strongly resisted lmplementlng remedies to the housing 
situation. Progress was vlrtual ly at a standstl I I untl I July, 
1987. 
In May, 1986 Judge Sand Issued an order cal I Ing upon the 
City Councl I to: 
1. Submit within 15 days of May 28, documents that wl I I 
release $7 ml I I Ion that can be used to fight bl lght . 
2. Submit within 30 days at least two site In north and 
east Yonkers that can accommodate 140 units of low-Income 
housing. 
3. Establ lsh within 60 days a Fair Housing Office that 
could oversee Implementation of the Integration effort. 
4. Submit within 90 days sites for 60 more new low-Income 
housing units In north and east Yonkers . Also submit 
nominees for executive director of the Fair Housing Office. 
5 . Submit within 120 days actual development plans for the 
first 140 low-Income housing units. 
6. Submit within 150 days a plan for the f lrst year of 
activities for the Fair Housing Off Ice that would Include 
antldlscrlmlnatlon education activities. 
7. By November 15, submit a plan spel I Ing out how, where, 
and how many addltlonal low-Income units the City Is 
prepared to create. 
8. In f Ive years the City can move for dlsmlssal of the 
case If It has shown success In Its Integration effort 
(Cortlssoz, A1). 
In the months that fol lowed the City Councl I was 
effectlvely paralyzed as a result of bitter debates over how to 
act on the Court's order. Flnal ly on July 1, 1987 Judge Sand 
threatened to Impose severe dally fines If the City fal led to 
produce a housing Integration plan. He also Imposed a freeze on 
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the sale or transfer of city owned land to Insure that It would 
be aval lable for subsidized housing (Feron, A2). On July 7, the 
City Councl I submitted eight sites for the construction of 200 
units of low-Income housing and a Housing Assistance Plan 
out I lnlng how federal money would be spent (Hochman, A1). 
As of July 30, 1987, the City faced two roadblocks: the 
School District voted not to give up three school sites needed 
for the City's plan and the Westchester County legislature 
delayed making a decision on the release of county land also 
required to Implement the City's plan (Stevenson, A3). 
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I I I .THE KEY ACTORS 
Over the course of forty years numerous Individuals and 
agencies played various roles In the development of the publ le 
and subsidized housing In Yonkers. In the chart shown on pages 
21 and 22 key actors are shown according to the periods In which 
they participated. The Involvement of many of the actors 
overlaps more than one period. This section provides a 
description of each actor and their role In site selection. 
YONKERS CITY GOVERNJIENT 
(see Exhibit 1, page 15) 
City Counct I 
Yonkers has a counct I-manager form of government . The 
elect ton of concealments was organized around a ward system . 
Each of twelve wards elected a representative to serve on the 
City Counct t for a two year term (NB). In addition to the twelve 
ward representatives, the mayor, chosen through a city-wide 
election, also sat on the City Counct I as a voting member (City 
of Yonkers 1985, 1). The thirteen member Counct I was vested w i th 
NB: In 1983 a lawsuit was ft led by the New York Ctvl t 
Liberties Union on behalf of the Black and Hispanic Pol It teal 
Club of Yonkers ( later Joined by the NAACP ) charging that the 
City violated the federal Voting Rights Act because the format 
for elect Ing concealments di luted the voting strength of blacks 
and Hispanics. A settlement was reached In Apr I I 1986 which 
required that the City re-draw councl I districts and elect seven 
members, two of whom would be chosen through city-wide elect Ions 
(Tumulty, A3). 
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al 1 leglslatlve powers lncludlng control over the budget, publ le 
programs, and Improvements, and the use of pub I le lands. 
City Councl I appoints a city manager who Is charged with 
the administration of the city government. The city manager 
appoints al I agency department heads. The Mayor appoints certain 
agency board members (such as the members of the Plannlng Board) 
subject to the approval of the City Councl I (City of Yonkers 
1985, 1). 
The Munlclpal Housing Authority (MHA) 
The Yonkers Munlclpal Housing Authority was establ lshed In 
1935 under New York State's Pub I le Housing Law. It was empowered 
to propose, construct, and operate pub I le housing In the City. 
The MHA was relatlvely Independent from the City Councl I, and 
funded directly through the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (Martin, 14). But projects Initiated by the MHA had 
to be approved by a majority vote of both the Planning Board and 
the City Councl I. The City Councl I can override a Plannlng Board 
decision with a three-Quarter majority vote. In addition, the 
seven non-salaried members of the MHA Board were appointed by 
the city manager (US vs. Yonkers, 9). 
The Yonkers Urban Renewal Agency (YURA) 
The Yonkers Urban Renewal Agency operated from 1964 through 
1971. YURA was authorized to coordinate and Implement various 
federal and state assisted urban renewal projects. It had a five 
member board consisting of the city manager, the mayor, the 
1 1 
corporation counsel, the city comptroller, and the planning 
director (US vs. Yonkers, Footnotes, 8) . 
YURA's staff reported directly to the city manager . George 
Plantadosl served as Its acting director when the agency was 
Initially establ I shed. Walter Webdale became YURA's f lrst 
permanent director. He headed the agency from 1967 through the 
fal I of 1971 when he Joined the Urban Development Corporation. 
YURA had a standing Citizens Advisory Committee that was to 
provide recommendations and feedback to YURA but had no 
authority over Its actions. 
The Community Development Agency (CDA) 
YURA was replaced by the Community Development Agency In 
1971. When this change took the place Its board was expanded to 
Include two community members appointed by the mayor and 
approved by city councl I (US vs. Yonkers, Footnotes, 8-9). The 
CDA was named along with the City of Yonkers as a codefendant In 
the housing portion of the case. 
Alfonse Yost became the Director of the CDA In 1974. At 
that time he was also the head of the Department of Development 
The Department of Devlopment (DOD) 
The Department of Development was establ I shed In 1971. It 
had Jurisdiction over three off Ices: the Planning Bureau, the 
CDA, and the Bureau of Housing and Bui ldlngs. The Administrator 
of DOD was charged with the responslbl I lty of coordinating and 
administrating community development activities within Yonkers 
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DOD was the first contact point for lndlvlduals and firms with 
proposals for development (City of Yonkers 1985, 61). Walter 
Webdale was director from 1962 to 1971. Morton Yul lsh became 
director In 1971 and served untl I 1974. He was succeeded by 
Alfonse Yost (he headed both DOD and CDA). 
The Planning Bureau 
The Planning Bureau ( cal led the Planning Department untl I 
1971) was responsible for studying physical, economic, and 
social conditions In Yonkers; providing city agencies and 
citizens with technical assistance relating to plannlng matters; 
and developing plans for the City as a whole as wel I as 
neighborhood areas which establ lsh goals and objectives and 
specific programs for lmplementatlon. The Planning Bureau also 
served as technlcal support staff to the Plannlng Board (City of 
Yonkers 1985, 61). 
Phi I Ip Pistone served as director of the Planning Bureau 
for nearly 30 years. In 1986 he became the Commissioner of 
Planning and Developmemt. 
The Plannlng Board 
The Plannlng Board was responsible for reviewing such 
Items as zoning amendments, the capital budget, munlclpal 
parking lot locatlons, certain exception usages, and al I 
subdivision plans. It also reviewed urban renewal plans, al I 
pub I le housing sites, and certain subsidized housing projects 
(City of Yonkers 1985, 155). 
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The Board was comprised of seven non-salaried citizen 
members, al I of whom were appointed by the mayor. Planning 
Director Pistone served as chairman of the Board. 
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STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES 
The New York State Urban Development Corporation (UDC) 
In 1968 the New York State legislature formed the UDC as a 
publ le benefit corporation to serve as a catalyst to 
residential, commercial, and Industrial development throughout 
the state (So, et.al., 51). It enjoyed broad powers Including 
the authority to override local zoning laws and condemn land. In 
1970, however, UDC lost Its authority to override residential 
zoning ordinances. The amendment to Its powers was Initiated by 
a Yonkers representative on the Westchester County Board of 
Supervisors (So, et.al., 51). 
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development was 
responsible for administering a variety of federal programs. Its 
Involvement In Yonkers can be traced back to the mld-1960's when 
the City of Yonkers appl led for funds for a major urban renewal 
project In the Southwest, Known as "Riverview". HUD's pol lcles 
regarding subsidized housing changed over the years. At least as 
early as the mid to late 1960's there was a general concern that 
urban renewal was becoming a euphemism for "black removal" In 
those cities that did not provide adequate relocation housing. 
In response, communities were encouraged to place some 
relocation housing near urban renewal areas. However, HUD did 
not endorse a pol Icy of restricting~ relocation housing to 
those areas. From 1970 on HUD encouraged the provision of 
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housing for minorities throughout the community (US vs. Yonkers, 
87). Under s. WI I I lam Green, the New York Area Regional 
Director, HUD actively pressured the City of Yonkers to adopt a 
pol Icy of scattered site housing. However, the enforcement of 
that pol Icy varied from year to year. 
The U.S. Department of Justice 
The Clvl I Rights Division of the US Department of Justice 
first opened an Investigation In Yonkers In 1978 after a 
complaint was fl led by the NAACP. On December 1, 1980, the 
Department of Justice fl led suit In US District Court to force 
the Yonkers school district to Integrate, and to require the 
City to develop future subsidized housing sites outside areas of 
minority concentration (Herald Statesman, 1985). 
The Justice Department brought In several witnesses, 
Including Paul Davidoff and Diana Pearce, experts on housing and 
school segregation. The City of Yonkers had Its own expert 
witness In urban planning, David Portman. This was the first 
time that planners were cal led Into a segregation case. 
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INTEREST GROUPS 
Local Organizations ( City and Reglonal ) 
For almost every site formally proposed at least one local 
organization , and usually more, made Its voice heard. Some even 
fl led law suits on various occasions. The local organizations 
responding to pub I le and subsidized housing Issues ranged from 
neighborhood groups to city-wide civic associations and tax 
payer groups. Generally they represented the Interests of the 
white majority, however, other groups such as the Westchester 
County Urban League, the local branch of the League of Women 
Voters, and church organizations from the Southwest criticized 
the city for consistently located pub I le and subsidized housing 
In the Southwest of Yonkers. 
National Organizations 
National Interest groups concerned with the segregation of 
housing and schools In Yonkers Included CORE ( the Congress of 
Racial Equal lty ) and the NAACP. The NAACP fl led a complaint 
with the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and 
the Justice Department In 197~ charging that Yonkers schools 
were del lberately segregated (Tlmel lne, A6). In 1981 the NAACP 
was named as a codefendant In the school portion of the suit 
against the City of Yonkers. 
The local branch of the NAACP had long criticized Yonkers 
city officials In regard to Its select Ion of sites for publ le 
and subsidized housing. 
18 
PRIVATE DEVELOPERS AND PLANNING CONSULTING FIRMS 
Private Developers 
Private developers generally focused their attention on the 
Southwest. Most projects for subsidized housing required the 
assistance of the City to acquire land. Such assistance was not 
I lkely to be forthcoming If the project was proposed for a site 
In the Northwest or East where community opposition would be 
strong. Further. starting when Walter Webdale became the 
director. YURA actively recruited sponsors for projects In the 
Southwest. No comparable outreach was made to the rest of 
Yonkers (US vs. Yonkers. 59). 
Planning Consulting Firms 
Also play Ing a role In Yonkers publ le housing activities 
were two planning consulting f lrms: Candeub and Flelsslg, and 
KRS Associates. 
In 1969, Candeub and Flelsslg was Jointly commissioned by 
the City Councl I. the Yonkers Chamber of Commerce, and uoc to 
conduct a survey of vacant land. The survey was carried out as 
part of an effort to dissuade the Otis Elevator Company, one of 
the city's largest employers, from relocating (US vs. Yonkers, 
61). The Candeub and Flelsslg survey resulted In a I 1st of 
ninety-eight vacant land sites. These sites were ranked based on 
their sultabl I lty for the construction of subsidized housing. 
After the I 1st of sites became pub I le, Intense community 
opposition against the sites In the north and east of Yonkers 
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ensued. A mayoral elect Ion was In progress at the time the 
the I 1st was publ lclzed. Alfred Del Bel lo, who won the elect Ion, 
campaigned against the use of the sites for subsidized housing. 
When he assumed office In 1970, the I 1st was abandoned (US vs. 
Yonkers, 66). 
Patrick Kane with his consultlng firm, KRS Associates was 
hired by Walter Webdale In 1967 to develop a Community 
Development Renewal Plan (CRP). The plan was part of a study 
funded by the federal government under Its Community Renewal 
Program. The CRP was to " measure the Intensity of community 
problems which affect the qual lty of I lfe In Yonkers and set 
forth a systematic program for their el lmlnatlon or reduction " 
(US vs. Yonkers, 108). 
The CRP proposed a long range plan for the redevelopment of 
the Southwest and a short term plan which cal led for the 
construction of subsidized housing In the Southwest of Yonkers, 
and the use of a " checkerboard strategy " to provide sufficient 
relocatlon housing required as a result of redevelopment. Kane 
testified In court that he considered the feaslbl I lty of 
locatlng subsidized housing In East Yonkers nearly lmposslble 
after conversations with city off lclals and therefore focused on 
the Southwest (US vs. Yonkers, 109). 
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NYS Urban Development Corp (UDC) 
Lincoln P1rk Taxpayer• Attn 
THE HOUSING AND COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1974 
(1872-11180) 
Mayo rt: 
Angelo 
M1rtinelli 
Loehr 
MHA : 
Burke 
Sm t th 
Department of Development : 
Yo at 
The Planning Bureau: 
Pf atone 
Yonker• Community Development 
Agency: 
Y 0 It 
HUD 
UDC: 
Web dale 
Longv111 Ho••own•r• 
A11n 
INTEREST 
GROUPS 
NATIONAL 
PRIVATE 
DEVPS. 
& 
PLANNING 
CONSUL. 
Pro-Scattered Site 
o Y o n k • r • C o u n c i 1 o f 
Church•• 
NAACP 
CORE 
Private Developer• 
EXHIBIT 2 
(con't) 
Yonker• Community Improvement Corp 
Weatcheater County Urban League 
NAACP: 
ROSS 
KEITH 
Weatcheater Urban League 
Yonker• City Improvement Corp. 
Private Developer• 
Candueb & Fleaaig 
Patrick Fane & KRS Aaaoc. 
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NAACP 
Weatcheater Urban League 
Yonker• City Improvement Corp 
P r i v a t • D • v e 1 o p e r 1 
IV. PROFILE OF THE CITY OF YONKERS 
Location and Demographic Trends 
Yonkers, New York Is a large urban community located Just 
north of New York City (see map In Appendix B). It covers 
roughly twenty square ml les. On the north It Is bordered by the 
town of Greenburgh, New York. To the east are several other 
Westchester County towns. The southern border runs along the 
New York City Borough of the Bronx. The western border Is 
formed by the Hudson River. Running north-south through the 
city are several major highways Including the Saw Ml I I Parkway, 
the New York Thruway, and the Bronx River Parkway, as wel I as 
several ral I road I Ines. 
In 1980, Yonkers had a population of 195,331 residents. 
This represents a decrease of over four percent since the 1970 
census (US vs . Yonkers, 1). Local studies have also shown a 
continued loss of population since 1980. Between 1980 and 1982 
a drop of over 3,000 residents was reported (El Iman, 1987). 
Significant changes have also taken place In the composition of 
the City's population, particularly In the period 1960-1980 (See 
Exhibit 3). During those years the minority population Increased 
by 325% (US vs. Yonkers, 171 ). Between 1970 and 1980 the 
number of white residents dropped by thirteen percent (see 
Exhibit 3). Further, the population In general Is an older one 
now than In 1970. This trend Is I I lustrated In Exhibit 4. 
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EXHIBIT 3 
Yonkers Population by Race: 1970 TO 1980 
1970 1980 Change 1970 to 1980 
RACE I % # % # % 
TOTAL 204,297 195,351 (-8,946) (-4.4%) 
WHITE 189,873 93% 164,359 84% (-25,514) (13.0%) 
BLACK 13,003 6% 20,583 11% +7,580 58% 
HISPANIC 7,232 4% 16.924 9% +9,692 134% 
OTHER* 1,421 1% 10,409 - 5% +8,908 632% ,. 
*Defined as Asian/Pacific and American Indian 
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EXHIBIT 4 
Yonkers Population by Age and Race (Median Age: 34.5) 
1970 1980 WHITE BLACK HISPANIC OTHER* 
% <15-18 % <15-18 % <15-18 % <15-18 
t % # % # & >65 # & >65 # & >65 # & >65 
-
< 5 15,244 7% 11,282 6% 8,086 72% 2,038 18% 1,865 17% 1,158 10% 
<18 55,487 28% 45,145 23% 33,722 75% 7,557 17% 6,560 15% 3,866 8% 
>65 23,040 11% 28,943 15% 27,523 95% 1,118 4% 706 2% 302 1% 
*Defined as Asian/Pacific and American Indian 
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The distribution of the Yonkers' population has typically 
been spatially divided: minorities concentrated In the 
Southwest, the white population I lvlng prlmarl ly In the 
Northwestern and Eastern parts of the City. In the 1980 census, 
the Southwest (where 37.5% of the city's total population 
resides) contained 80.7% of Yonkers minority population (US vs. 
Yonkers, 3). 
The distribution of Yonkers' population by race 
corresponds to other residential and economic trends. The 
northwestern and eastern sections of the City are characterized 
by middle and upper-Income suburban residential areas. 
Neighborhoods are dominated by wel I maintained sing le faml ly 
homes Interspersed with shopping centers and apartment complexes 
(US vs. Yonkers, 3). The southwestern section of the City, In 
contrast, Is characterized various types of faml ly dwel I lngs 
ranging from World War I I walk-ups to high-rise apartment 
bul ldlngs. Generally, the housing stock In this part of the 
city Is In poor condition (US vs. Yonkers, 3). Getty Square, 
the city's Central Business District (CBD), presents a sharp 
contrast to the successful suburban shopping centers. As early 
as the 1940's Getty Square was perceived to be deteriorating. 
Between 1963 and 1972, the number of retal I stores dropped by 
26%, from 351 to 259 (City of Yonkers 1977, 4). Today, despite 
various urban renewal efforts the CBD Is stl I I has di lapldated 
bul ldlngs, vandal Ism, and a high commercial vacancy rate. 
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The majority of Yonkers' work force commute to other 
locations. Only 31% of Its working residents over the age of 
sixteen are employed In Yonkers. Another 30% work In New York 
City, 17% In Westchester County, and the remaining 22% elsewhere 
(EI I man 1987) . 
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Hlstorlcal Development 
The hlstorlcal development of Yonkers can be organized 
Into several district phases during which It was transformed 
from an agricultural community Into one of New York States five 
largest cities with significant Industrial and commercial 
centers (US vs. Yonkers, 1). 
From the early 1600's to the 1800's, when the land was 
first settled by colonlsts, the populatlon growth of Yonkers 
took place prlmarl ly along the area's existing two major 
transportation routes: the Hudson River and the Albany Post Road 
(later known as Broadway) (City of Yonkers 1977, 6). 
As technology advanced In the 1800's the development of 
Yonkers began to accelerate. The hub of the development was In 
the southwest corner along the Saw Ml I I and Hudson Rivers. 
Steam powered ships and a ral I road system gave Yonkers ties to 
the Port of New York and the growing mid-west. 
Industrial growth took place, powered by a rapidly 
arriving Immigrant population. By 1900, Yonkers was a major 
city near New York City and Getty Square was a commerclal center 
that provided reglonal shopping. The CBD continued to grow 
untl I World War I I. Most of the population resided In the 
southwest where there was access to work and transportation 
(City of Yonkers 1977, 6). 
The northern and eastern sections of Yonkers remained 
quite rural Into the 19th century. This gradually changed. 
Yonkers Increasingly became the home for people who worked In 
New York City. Residential neighborhoods sprouted up near 
ral I road stations (City of Yonkers 1977, 6). 
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Slgnlf lcantly, the growth that took place In eastern 
Yonkers was relatively Isolated from the western part of the 
city as a result of topography (for Instance, the Saw Ml I I River 
divided the northwest quadrant from the rest of the city) and 
I lmlted means of transportation. The communities that developed 
In the east were generally self-sufficient through local retal I 
facl I ltles (City of Yonkers 1977, 7). 
The emergence of the automobl le (with the construction of 
major roadways that fol lowed) and the continued bul Id Ing of the 
ral I road system al lowed further development of the north and 
east. This was accelerated In the 1950's when Veteran's 
Administration f lnanclng gave hundreds of faml Iles the chance to 
own their own homes. During this period new subdivisions opened 
up to accommodate the new largely white middle-class 
population. Whl le some growth occurred In the west Its pace did 
not match the rapid development experienced In the eastern part 
of the city. The growth of residential areas triggered the 
construction of new shopping centers and community facl I I ties to 
service the population (City of Yonkers 1977, 7). 
As the eastern part of the city went through a surge of 
growth the western part of the city started to decl lne, a trend 
that has yet to be reversed. In the post-World War I I era 
factories closed. Getty Square began to flounder as a result of 
competition from suburban shopping mal Is combined with the lack 
of good highway access and I lmlted parking facl I I ties (US vs. 
Yonkers, 2). 
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IV. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC AND SUBSIDIZED HOUSING IN YONKERS 
Since the City's first publ le housing project, Emmett Burke 
Gardens, opened Its doors In 1940, ti I I 1980, 38 subsidized 
housing projects have been bul It. Of these thirty eight 
projects, thirty six are found In the southwestern part of the 
city. One of the two projects located In Eastern Yonkers was In 
Runyon Heights, a long establ I shed mlddle-class neighborhood 
that has been predomlnantly black since It was developed (US vs . 
Yonkers, 3). The populatlon of the other east-side project, 
which houses senior citizens, was vlrtual ly al I white. In 1985, 
construction began on two addltlonal projects for senior 
citizens. One of them Is In the East, the other In the West 
(Brown, B1-B7). See Map In Appendix C for the locatlon, type of 
housing, and dates associated with each project). 
During the forty years since 1940, the city's activities 
In site select Ion and construction of publ le housing can be 
organized Into three separate phases. These are: 
I. 1940-1968: The City's Early Activities under the 
National Housing Act of 1949 and 
subsequent federal and state Acts 
I I. 1968-1972: The Riverview Period, 
I I I. 1972-1980: The City's activities under the Housing 
and Community Development Act of 1974 
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Whl le this framework Is useful for slmpl lfylng and organizing 
the development of publ le and subsidized housing It Is Important 
to recognize that the three phases overlap; they are tied 
together by the Individuals Involved and the programs through 
which pub I le and subsidized housing activities were sponsored. 
For Instance, Phi I I Ip Pistone was the Director of Planning In 
the 1950's; today he Is the Commissioner of the Department of 
Development and Planning. Emmett Burke served as the Chairman of 
the Yonkers Municipal Housing Authority for more than 20 years. 
Angelo Martinel I I was Mayor from 1974-1979, and again from 1981 
untl I the present, prior to becoming mayor he was a 
councl !member for several years. 
A variety of federal and state government housing acts and 
programs supported the development of Yonker's subsidized 
housing. They Include: 
* the U.S. Housing Act of 1949 
* the New York State Mitchel I-Lama program 
* Section 221 (d) 3 of the U.S. Housing Act, 1961 and 
amended versions and 
*Section 236 of the U.S. Housing Act, 1961 and amended 
versions and 
* the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 
These are described In greater detal I In this section. Exhibit 4 
relates these programs to the time periods for which they 
correspond. 
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EXHIBIT 5 
Subsidized Housing In Yonkers: 1940-1980 
Time 
Period 
1940-
1968 
1968-
1972 
1972-
1980 
1940-
1980 
Local 
Sponsoring 
Agency 
MHA 
MHA 
MHA 
YURA 
UOC/YURA 
MHA 
MHA 
COA/MHA 
GRANO TOTAL: 
Program 
pre-1949 
Housing Act 
MI tche I I -Lama 
19 i1 
US Housing 
Act 1949 
12 
Sec. 221 (d) 3 
1961 
Sec. 236, 1968 
Mitchel-Lama 
Pub I I c Hous Ing 
17 
Sec. 8 
HCOA, 1974 
Type 
Of Housing 
2 fam I I y 
projects (800) 
3 faml ly 
projects (735) 
7 projects 
3 faml ly (739) 
4 senior (626) 
projects (2900) 
2 faml ly 
projects (160) 
813 faml ly 
projects (2487) 
1 senior 
project ( 150) 
1 senior 
project ( 140) 
projects (2937) 
9 projects 
2 faml ly ( 1 1 7) 
5 senior (750) 
2 mixed (96) 
9 projects (963) 
38 PROJECTS (6800)* 
* Two additional projects were under construction when the 
Court's rul Ing was Issued. 
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1940-1968: Early National and State Housing Acts 
The City's activities during this period can be divided 
Into three sub-phases. The f lrst Is generally outside the realm 
of the court case but wl I I be reviewed for Its historical 
value. The second phase focuses on the city's efforts to find 
sites for Its Year I al location of housing units awarded under 
Title I I I of the 1949 Housing Act. The third centers on the 
City of Yonkers attempts to produce sites for relocation 
housing. 
The Yonkers Municipal Housing Authority (MHA) led the 
City's earl lest efforts to create publ le housing. Its activities 
were carried out under the National Housing Act of 1937. This 
Act encouraged communities to establ lsh Independent, spec la I 
purpose authorities charted by states. They were empowered to 
receive federal grants and to bul Id and manage housing. The 
primary objective was slum clearance (US vs. Yonkers, 8-9). By 
1950, the Municipal Housing Authority (MHA) had constructed two 
housing projects for low-Income faml Iles: Emmett Burke Gardens 
and Cottage Place Gardens (US vs. Yonkers, 3). 
Across the nation the housing bul It under the 1937 Act did 
I lttle to actually add to the total housing supply. Fol lowing 
World War I I, an already acute need for housing reached a severe 
shortage. In response, the Housing Act of 1949 was passed by 
Congress. Title I provided funds for federal ly-subsldlzed 
private redevelopment of bl lghted areas and the use of federal 
credit for the development of vacant and other land. 
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Tit le I also required that cities provide "decent, safe and 
sanitary housing" for people relocated as a result of urban 
renewal. Tit le I I I amended the Housing Act of 1937 to al low the 
construction of low-Income housing through loans and subsidies. 
This low-rent housing was to be bul It within six years. The 
local housing authority would then own and operate the projects. 
Very shorty after passage of the 1949 Housing Act, Yonkers 
Initiated an effort to expand the city's publ le housing through 
Tit le I I I of the 1949 Act. It was anxious to do so because of 
the rapid deterioration of housing In the Southwest. The City 
also sought to obtain funds for urban renewal under Tit le I and 
housing was an Important component to the city's plans (US vs. 
Yonkers, 10). 
In accordance with the procedure for obtaining assistance 
under Tl tie I I I Yonkers appl led for a reservation of funds 
sufficient to construct 1,000 housing units. The federal 
government approved funding for 750 units; It gave the city 
untl I August of 1950, nearly one year, to select sites (US vs. 
Yonkers, 10). It was not untl I 1959, however, that Yonkers City 
Councl I approved the last site to be used for construction of 
Its 1949 al location of pub I le housing units (referred to as the 
Year I al location). During this time period at least eleven 
sites were proposed for new pub I le housing. Each of those 
proposed by the MHA In predominantly white neighborhoods, 
triggered strong community opposition. The first site proposed 
by the MHA to City Councl I was In Northwest Yonkers. Two local 
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Interest groups - a neighborhood organization and the Yonkers 
Councl I of Civic and Taxpayer Associations complained that 
publ le housing should be used In slum clearance. They also 
contended that the site did not have adequate access to schools, 
transportation, or shopping facl I ltles (US vs. Yonkers, 11). 
Similar arguments were used when other sites were proposed 
although at various publ le meetings an objection closer to the 
heart of the matter surfaced; was the fear that pub I le housing 
would have a negative effect on property values In the area . 
The only site that was approved for the City's Year I allotment 
of pub I le housing was on Pal lsade Avenue (the Schlobohm 
Houses). The site was located In a heavl ly minority area of 
Southwest Yonkers, not far from the City's two existing pub I le 
housing projects. Uni Ike sites Identified In northwestern and 
eastern neighborhoods there was no documentation found 
Indicating any pub I le opposition against the Pal lsade Avenue 
site (US vs. Yonkers, 14). The local minority community did not 
comp la In nor did the white community. 
When the site was approved In 1950, 274 units were planned 
for the project. The City was warned that It could lose Its 
funding If sites were not found for the 476 remaining units . 
The City Councl I voted to Increase the number of units Intended 
for the Pal lsade Avenue site from 274 to 413 (US vs. Yonkers, 
14). 
In approving the Pal lsade Avenue site for pub I le housing 
and subsequently expanding It from 274 un i ts to 413 units, the 
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City Councl I voted against the recommendations made by the 
Planning Director and the Planning Board. First, Planning 
Director Pistone had Indicated that the site would be more 
appropriate for Industrial development. In addition, the 
Planning Board had recommended that pub I le housing sites be 
I lmlted to 250 units In order to: 
reduce their Impact on neighborhoods they are located" and 
so they might be "better Integrated with other types of 
housing existing or to be bul It In the project areas (US 
vs. Yonkers, 14). 
There Is no record In the minutes of the Planning Board's 
reaction to being overruled, nor of any fol low-up. After the 
approval of the Pal lsade Avenue site was approved In December of 
1950 the City stl I I had over 300 units of housing left In Its 
Year I allotment. Eleven sites were formally considered (six In 
Southwest Yonkers, two In the Northwest and three In the East) 
but the City Councl I would not approve any of them. In 1953, 
Yonkers lost Its remaining al location when the funding 
leglslatlon expired (US vs. Yonkers, 15). 
The City had a second chance to develop the 335 units 
planned through the Year I allotment. In 1956 national housing 
leg I slat Ion was passed which al lowed cities to renew their 
reservation of funds (US vs. Yonkers, 17). From 1956 to 1958 at 
least thirteen sites were proposed by the MHA for pub I le 
housing. Fina I ly, In May 1958, two sites were approved by the 
City Councl I for construction of the remaining 335 units. In 
addition, a third site was approved under a separate program for 
senior citizen housing. The two sites funded through the 1949 
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Year I al location were In the Southwest. One was on School 
Street and the other on Western Avenue. The site for the senior 
citizen housing project was In East Yonkers near a predominantly 
black neighborhood. The City Councl I approved the sites In the 
Southwest over vigorous objection by the Planning Board. The 
sites on School Street and Western Avenue would Interfere with a 
proposed arterial system which City planners deemed as vital to 
the future development of Getty Square (US vs. Yonkers, 18). 
The Planning Board Instead approved two sites In 
predominantly white neighborhoods which Pistone characterized as 
"Ideal" (US vs. Yonkers, 22). The sites, however, prompted a 
pub I le outcry by community residents and opposition from the 
ward Councl lmember. Publ le opposition preval led over planning 
considerations and the City Councl I voted to approve the sites 
In the Southwest. 
It should be noted that although the City Councl I acted In 
response to the concerns of Its constituents, pub I le opinion was 
not entirely one sided. The Yonkers Branch of the NAACP and the 
Westchester County Urban League criticized the City, contending 
that Its actions further Increased the segregation of Yonkers 
(US vs. Yonkers, 23). These concerns were Ignored by the City 
Councl I. 
From the end of the 1950's through the early 1960's Yonkers 
strategy to expand Its publ le housing was I lmlted to senior 
citizen projects. There was no activity aimed at providing 
faml ly housing untl I 1965. Four sites for senior citizen 
housing were approved between 1958 and 1965. Opposition arose 
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In response to sites for senior citizen projects Just as It had 
when sites for faml ly housing were being considered. Stated 
objections were based on the fear that "decl lnlng real estate 
values would be fol lowed by neglect and deterioration of the 
neighborhood" (US vs. Yonkers, 24-25). Two of the sites for 
senior citizens housing were located In Southwest Yonkers; the 
third was on the border of the Southwest quadrant near the Saw 
Ml I I Parkway. The fourth was located In the heart of East 
Yonkers. Nearly al I of the residents of this project In East 
Yonkers were white. 
In the last phase of the 1940-1968 period the City 
attempted to find scattered sites for faml ly housing. This 
effort was Initiated as part of a major urban renewal project In 
the Southwest (referred to as Riverview). Three sites were 
eventually approved. These sites were the subject of Intense 
debates between Interest groups (In favor of and against 
scattered sites), the City Councl I, the Plannlng Board, YURA, 
the Plannlng Department, and the MHA. The last three 
organizations, together and separately, tried to f Ind sites 
which would be feaslble but not necessarl ly located In the 
southwest. Typlcal ly, neighborhood groups lobbled strenuously 
against sites proposed In white areas. HUD and various Interest 
groups strongly urged the City to adopt a pol Icy of 
scattered-site housing. The City, however, once again bowed to 
pub I le opinion and only approved sites In the Southwest. 
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In May, 1967, HUD Informed the City that It would not 
approve any of the three sites that the Councl I had finally 
managed to approve. This effectively brought a halt (albeit a 
temporary one) to Yonkers Riverview urban renewal project (US 
vs. Yonkers, 36). 
1968-1972: The Riverview Period 
This period was characterized by rapid development of many sites 
for publ le housing. A total of seventeen were approved by City 
Councl I: two for senior citizens, the other f lfteen projects for 
faml Iles. The Court attributed the City's abl I lty to approve 
sites for subsidized housing during this period to "a series of 
conscious decisions on the part of the city off lclals to 
concentrate on sites which 'pol It teal ly feasible'" (US vs. 
Yonkers, 36). Essentially this was Interpreted as avoiding 
sites outside of the Southwest. 
The City alleged that the confinement of subsidized housing 
to the Southwest was part of a strategy to revive that part of 
the City. Subsidized housing was to be used as "seed Investment" 
to draw private sector residential and commercial development 
Into the Southwest, and encourage the return of middle and 
upper-Income whites to the area. 
The housing that was bul It during these years was funded 
through two programs known as Section 221(d)3 and Section 236 of 
the 1961 Housing Act and Its amended versions. Section 221(d)3 
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provided for an Interest subsidy to private nonprofit and 
I lmlted profit organizations for rental housing for low and 
moderate Income faml Iles. The Interest subsidy program became 
the basic federal housing program In the 1960's and was further 
expanded In the Housing Act of 1968 (So, et al. 50). 
Section 236 provided federal Interest supplements for 
multlfaml ly rental and cooperative housing mortgages, thus 
reducing these rentals. HUD administered the program In 
conjunction with the New York State Urban Redevelopment 
Corporation (UDC). Created In 1969, the UDC goal was to 
redevelop the state's substandard areas. To this end UDC was 
empowered to override local zoning and bul Id Ing codes, condemn 
and acquire land, and construct bul ldlngs (So, et al. 50). 
Out of the fifteen projects for faml ly housing seven were 
sponsored by UDC and eight were Initiated prlmarl ly by YURA. Of 
the two senior citizen projects, one was funded through New York 
State's Mitchel I-Lama Program, the other through federal publ le 
housing programs (US vs. Yonkers, 52-54). 
YURA's efforts to develop subsidized housing through the 
Section 221 and 236 programs focused on the Southwest. HUD's 
decision to reject the three sites proposed by the City In 1967 
brought the City's urban renewal project to a halt. Walter 
Webdale, as Director of YURA, sought to get the urban renewal 
process back on track. Webdale and his staff launched a vigorous 
campaign to find sites and sponsors for projects In the 
Southwest. Once sponsors were found, YURA provided technical 
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assistance In preparing appl !cations to HUD, as wel I as 
pol It lea I support by meeting with federal, city, and school 
officials (US vs. Yonkers, 52-54). 
Between 1968 and 1971, the City Councl I approved eight 
projects promoted by YURA al I In the Southwest. The first two 
projects were approved In 1968 (Jefferson Terrace and High land 
Terrace). Three more were approved In 1970 (Messiah Baptist, 10 
Orchard Street, and Waverly Arms). Flnal ly, In 1971, the last 
three projects were approved (Buena Vista Avenue, Cromwel I 
Towers, and Jackson Terrace). 
The seven UDC projects were the result of negotiations 
between the City Councl I and the UDC. Three separate agreements 
were drawn up between 1970 and 1972. The first Memorandum of 
Understanding was approved by the City Councl I In July of 1970. 
It authorized five projects al I located In the Southwest. There 
was no pub I le discussion of the sites and they were never 
brought before the Plannlng Board. The second Memorandum of 
Understanding was approved In June 1971, and the third In June 
1972. The sites authorized In the last two agreements were Known 
as Seven Pines and Park ledge respectively. Seven Pines was 
located on the northern border of Southwest Yonkers . ParKledge 
was on the eastern border of the Southwest. Both sites were the 
subject of Intense community opposition and generated heated 
debates within the City Councl I. The strategy behind the 
select Ion of Seven Pines was to "stabl I lze the area and bring 
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middle-Income whites back to Southwest Yonkers" (US vs Yonkers, 
75). Webdale supported this strategy along with many 
Councl !members. The Park ledge project, located In a prlmarl ly 
white neighborhood, was offered In response to a year of 
pressure from HUD for balanced site selection. 
The City provided several explanations In support of Its 
decision to approve sites In the Southwest. Its primary argument 
was that the City was pursuing a legitimate planning strategy In 
which pub I le housing was to be used to leverage revltal lzatlon 
In the Southwest. This strategy fal led, and the Court 
determined that It was based on the pol ltlcal decision not to 
locate subsidized housing outside the Southwest (US vs. Yonkers, 
106,109). 
The City also alleged that proposed East-Side sites were 
not suitable. However, It Is clear that the sites were not 
consistently evaluated based on any standardized planning 
criteria. The Court found that sites In the East were not 
seriously considered whl le sites chosen In the Southwest were 
often less than Ideal from a planning perspective, for example: 
* parking facl I I ties for four projects were absent or 
Inadequate 
* height restrictions were exceeded In three projects 
* topographical problems at several sites added to 
construction costs 
* several areas had to be redesigned because they were 
zoned for other uses 
* traffic and transportation problems were Identified In 
conjunction with several sites (US vs. Yonkers, 98-102). 
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When sites outside of Southwest Yonkers were actually 
considered, the City Councl I Justified their rejection bases on 
these types of problems. 
The City also abandoned the Candeub and Flelsslg survey 
conducted In 1969 which Identified 98 vacant sites throughout 
the City. The sites were ranked according to feaslbl I lty for 
subsidized housing. Planning Director Pistone, and others, 
ldentlf led eleven sites for further study. Four of the sites 
were In the Southwest, the other seven were scattered over 
northern Yonkers (US vs. Yonkers, 61). When Del Bel lo became 
Mayor In 1970 the I 1st, which caused considerable pub I le outcry, 
was abandoned. 
1972-1980: The City's Activities Under the Housing & Community 
Development Act of 1974 
In 1974 President Ford signed the Housing and Community 
Development Act (HCDA). This act establ lshed a block grant 
system which combined previously separate grant programs 
Into a lump sum with funds al located on a formula basis. A key 
component of the Act was the development of a Housing Assistance 
Plan (HAP) approved by HUD. A HAP was to present a three year 
development plan Including the fol lowing essential elements: 
(So, et al. 49) 
1. A survey on housing conditions In the community. 
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2. An assessment of housing needs by age and race. 
3. A statement of the community's goals based on housing 
needs and 
4. A description of the type and location of housing 
assistance to be provided. 
An Important objective of the Act was: 
The reduction of the Isolation of Income groups within 
communities and geographic areas and the promotion of an 
Increase In the diversity and vita I lty of neighborhoods 
through the spatlal dispersion of housing opportunities for 
persons of lower Income (So, et al. 49). 
The primary program for housing assistance provided through HCDA 
was the Section 8 Program. There are several categories of 
Section 8 assistance: 
*new construction 
*substantial rehab I I I tat Ion 
*moderate rehabl I I tat Ion and 
*existing housing. 
The City's strategy out I lned In Its Year I HAP (1975 to 1976) 
prepared by the Planning Bureau and the CDA, contained three 
elements: 
*new construction of housing for senior citizens In 
East Yonkers 
*rehabl I I tat Ion of structures for faml Iles prlmarl ly 
In Southwest Yonkers, and 
*the use of Section 8 Existing Certlf lcates (US 
vs. Yonkers, 119). 
Despite HCDA's clear goal of dispersing subsidized housing the 
City did not propose any new construction of housing for 
faml Iles although the Year I HAP (and subsequent HAP's) 
documented that faml ly housing was badly needed. 
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Section 8 Existing Certlf lcates 
The Section 8 Existing program provides rental 
subsidies on behalf of qual I fled tenants. A local housing 
agency distributed certificates to el lg Ible faml Iles and 
lndlvlduals. The certificate covered a portion of the 
certlf lcate holder's rent which was paid to the landlord by the 
designated housing agency (In Yonkers, the CDA administered the 
program). The certificate holder had to find a landlord wl I I Ing 
to accept the certificate (US vs. Yonkers, 118). 
In the lnltlal Year I HAP submitted to HUD the City 
appl led for 100 Section 8 Existing Certlf lcates to be divided 
equally between senior citizens and faml Iles. The City Councl I 
passed a resolution to revise Its appl !cation so that al I 100 
Certlf lcates would be designated for senior citizens. HUD 
subsequently approved an award of 50 certificates (US vs. 
Yonkers, 119-126). 
In the Year I I and I I I Hap's the City proposed only 
to use certificates only for senior citizens. It was not untl I 
1978 that the City appl led for Section 8 Certificates for 
faml Iles At the writing of the Court's decision, out of 94 
certificate holders al I 70 of the minority holders (both senior 
citizens and faml Iles) I lved In Southwest Yonkers. The 24 
certificates held by whites were In use only outside of 
Southwest Yonkers (US vs. Yonkers, 126). 
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HUD frequently attempted to transfer the Section 8 
Existing Certlf lcate program to the Municipal Housing 
Authority. The City successfully resisted this transfer. The 
City also rejected an attempt by the MHA to apply for 105 
certlf lcates (f lfty seven to be designated for faml Iles and 
forty eight for senior citizens). In order to reject the MHA's 
appl !cation the City Councl I passed a resolution I lmltlng the 
MHA's authority to providing low-Income housing assistance only 
to senior citizens (US vs. Yonkers, 127). 
New Construction for Senior Citizens 
The Year I HAP submitted to HUD stated that new 
projects should be bul It In East Yonkers because "97% of the 
City's subsidized housing was located In Southwest Yonkers." 
Sites In west Yonkers were to be considered only under special 
circumstances. However, shortly after the City submitted the 
Year I HAP to HUD, It approved an amendment to the HAP to 
Include a site In Southwest Yonkers. Ultimately five projects 
for senior citizens were approved by the City Councl I; al I of 
them were located In the southwest (the projects were: Lane HI I I 
Apartments, Monastery Manor, St. Caslmlr's, and Kubasek-Trlnlty 
Manor) (US vs Yonkers, 134). 
Changes to the HAPs were made despite objections raised 
by The Planning Bureau and the aval lab I I lty of sites In East and 
Northwest Yonkers, but In response to strong objections voiced 
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by east-side community residents to al low Ing subsidized housing 
In their area. 
The Palmer Road Site 
In 1979 the City approved a third site outside of the 
Southwest (as wel I as another In the Southwest). This project 
for senior citizens, was proposed by the MHA. It was not part of 
the Section 8 new construction program. The MHA Initiated the 
project because of a long waiting I 1st for the other east-side 
senior citizen housing project, Curran Court. The approval of 
this site did not come without heated debates between the 
traditional players - local residents who were against use of 
the site for any type of pub I le housing, the NAACP and other 
Interest groups who supported the site. The MHA lobbied 
Intensely for the approval of the project: the City Councl I was 
sharply divided over the Issue. The owners of the site went so 
far as to fl le suit against the Planning Board contending that 
the Board did not give sufficient publ le notice. City councl I 
did eventually approve the site In 1980 - the same year the 
Justice Department began Investigating the concentration of 
publ le housing In southwest Yonkers (US vs. Yonkers, 143-149). 
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VI. THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS BEHIND SITE SELECTION 
In Yonkers, the select Ion of pub I le housing sites has been 
contingent upon the Interaction of three key variables; 1) the 
parties Involved In the decision, 2) the locatlon of the site 
under consideration, and 3) the funding source and hence the 
appl lcable pol lcles and regulatlons. 
In this section we wl I I examine the Influence of these 
factors on the decision making behind site select Ion for 
subsidized housing wl I be examined closely. Three separate 
episodes are explored lncludlng a look at the crltlcal actors, 
and their roles In the site selectlon process. A key objective 
Is to Identify how the lnterrelatlonshlp between actors affected 
decisions. 
The first episode focuses on the city's search for 
relocation housing for faml Iles during the period 1965-1967. 
This case I I lustrates the typical roles of four key actors: the 
City Councl I, the Plannlng Board, YURA, and the MHA. The next 
two episodes demonstrate how lndlvldual actions Influenced site 
selection In the context of Yonkers' socio-pol It lea I culture. 
Before look Ing at the decision making process, It should be 
noted that the City never adopted a formal I zed process to 
Identify or evaluate sites. In 1950, In a paper on publ le 
housing, the Plannlng Department pub I I shed a methodology for 
such a process but It was not adopted by the City. 
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The Court did not find any evidence of more recent, or more 
successful efforts to address this concern (US vs. Yonkers, 44). 
Although there was no documented process, an Informal modus 
operandi did develop over the years (see Exhibits 6 and 7). 
Generally sites were Identified by private developers or local 
agencies (the MHA, YURA which later became the CDA, DOD, etc.) 
In response to federal and/or state programs. These sites would 
usually be reviewed by the Planning Board and then considered by 
the City Councl I. By the time a proposal was submitted to the 
Planning Board for review the site was publ le knowledge. If the 
site was In the Southwest, usually very I lttle pub I le discussion 
was generated. If the site was In the Northwest or East Yonkers, 
community residents were quick to voice their objections. 
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EXHIBIT 6 
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EXHIBIT 7 
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A. The 1965-1967 Campaign for Relocation Housing 
In 1965 Yonkers was ready to move ahead on Its riverfront 
urban renewal project (referred to as Stage I I or Riverview). In 
order to obtain funding for Stage I I the City had to designate 
housing sites for residents that would require relocation as a 
result of the project. The selection process began with a Joint 
effort between George Plantadosl (acting Director of YURA), 
Emmett Burke (Chairman of the MHA), and Phi I I Ip Pistone 
(Director of the Planning Department), to Identify possible 
sites (US vs. Yonkers, 27). In Apr I I 1965, this group made 
pub I le a I 1st of twelve potent la I sites located throughout 
the city. This group anticipated strong community opposition to 
certain sites on the I 1st. Therefore they agreed that the sites 
would be described as "under discussion" and that no lndlvldual 
would be Identified on record as supporting any specific site 
(US vs. Yonkers, 27). In May 1966, the MHA submitted a I 1st of 
twelve sites to the City Councl I and the Planning Board. This 
flnal I 1st Included nine sites Identified by the lnteragency 
team the previous year, and two new potential sites. Out of the 
eleven sites on the I 1st three were located In East Yonkers, two 
were In a predominantly white neighborhood In the Southwest, and 
the rest were In minority neighborhoods In the Southwest (US vs. 
Yonkers, footnotes 9). 
As expected, there was strong opposition to the three East 
side sites and the two sites In the predominantly white 
neighborhood. Residents, civic associations, and Councl Iman 
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Nlcholas Benyo from the twelfth ward, where two of the sites 
were located al I were vocal In their opposition. Whl le pub I le 
opinion from residents In the Southwest Is not wel I documented, 
a pastor from a church In the Southwest wrote a letter to city 
offlclals urging them not to locate addltlonal subsidized 
housing In the Downtown area of the Southwest (US vs. Yonkers, 
29). 
Fol lowlng tradition, the Planning Board was the first agency 
to review the sites. The Board voted against seven of the sites: 
the four that were approved were In the Southwest. The Planning 
Board then moved the Issue to the City Councl I. The Councl I 
referred al I eleven sites to Its Housing Committee for further 
study. The Issue stalled there for nearly a year. Whl le City 
Councl I was content to keep the Issue on hold, Burke pushed for 
a decision. Flnal ly, In Apr I I 1966, after two memos from Burke, 
the City Councl I's Committee on Housing and Urban Renewal 
arrived at a decision: the Committee recommended the same four 
sites In the Southwest which the Planning Board approved nearly 
a year earl ler (US vs. Yonkers, 30). 
Although the Committee's decision allayed the fears of those 
who opposed the orlglnal lnteragency I 1st, It was nor 
unlversal ly applauded. The Committee's recommendation was 
roundly criticized by the Yonker's Councl I of Churches, the 
NAACP, CORE, and a member of the Yonker's Human Rights 
Commission (US vs. Yonkers, 30). 
However, the Councl I was not moved by this expression of 
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publ le chagrin. After receiving the Committee's recommendation 
the City Councl I voted to approve one of the sites (on Hawthorne 
Avenue) and sent the other three back to committee. In November, 
1966, HUD Informed the City that It would not take any action on 
the Hawthorne Avenue site, and requested the City submit 
alternatlve sites. One of the reasons which HUD gave for Its 
decision was that the site "presented problems with respect to 
the potentlal for concentration for minority groups" (US vs. 
Yonkers, 31). Despite two years of effort and study, the City 
stl I I needed to Identify a site for relocation housing to get 
funding for Stage I I. 
The City, at this point, essentlal ly returned to square one. 
In an effort to Identify sites that would be acceptable to HUD, 
YURA formed a subcommittee of Its Citizens Advisory Committee 
(CAC). The CAC subcommittee came up with a I 1st of nineteen 
addltlonal sites scattered through-out Yonkers. This I 1st was 
forwarded to the City Manager with a recommendation that five be 
given further study. No further action was ever taken on the 
sites submitted by the CAC (US vs. Yonkers, 32). 
Meanwhl le, The Councl I's Housing Committee went back to work 
on developing Its own I 1st. Early In 1967 the Committee 
recommended seven sites to the City Councl I. Essentially It was 
the same I 1st of eleven that the MHA presented to the Councl I In 
1965, excluding the Hawthorne Avenue site (rejected by HUD) and 
three others (two of which had already been acquired by private 
developers). After the I 1st was made publ le the now usual strong 
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opposition was mounted against the two sites which were In a 
predominantly white neighborhood (US vs. Yonkers, 34-36). 
In February, 1967 the City Councl I held a meeting to vote on 
the sites presented by the MHA. Four of the sites were 
el lmlnated two because of their proximity to other subsidized 
housing, and two In predominantly white areas, Including the 
only remaining East-Side site. Two sites In a heavl ly minority 
neighborhood were approved. The decision on the seventh site, 
located In another Southwest neighborhood with a concentrated 
minority population was postponed at that time: two weeks later 
It was approved. After two years of del lberatlon the Councl I had 
three sites, al I In minority areas, despite HUD's rejection of 
the previously recommended sites for exactly this reason. 
In May, 1967 HUD Informed the city that It would not approve 
any of the three sites submitted. This brought the Yonkers' 
Stage I I urban renewal project to temporary standstl I I (US vs. 
Yonkers, 36). 
This episode demonstrates the powerful Influence the 
pol ltlcal structure In Yonkers has on site select Ion. Councl 
members are elected to two year terms. As a result of this 
I lmlted pol ltlcal horizon they are under constant pressure to 
support local Interests over the Interests of the city as a 
whole. On many occasions noted by the Court, Councl !members 
Initially supported scattered site housing but rejected the 
concept when It came down to a vote. The safe route, one which 
did not Jeopardize future electoral support, was to vote against 
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sites In predomlnantly white neighborhoods. To do otherwise was, 
In the words of one councl Iman, "pol ltlcal suicide." As a 
result, the Councl I repeatedly def led HUD putting ml I I Ions of 
dollars of badly needed urban renewal funds at risk. 
councl !members' strong tendency to support local concerns 
over city-wide Interests was made poss Ible by an unofflclal, but 
wldely recognized pol Icy of "councl Iman le veto power" (US vs. 
Yonkers, 38). By tradition, the councl lmember whose ward was 
affected was given the lead In determining the outcome of the 
Issue. When It came to site select Ion It was wel I known that for 
a site to be approved, It must have the support of the ward 
councl lmember. Without the councl !member's backing there was 
I lttle posslbl I lty that a site would be seriously considered. 
One example of this veto power came when the Councl I was 
considering the sites proposed by Its Housing Committee In 1967. 
At that time several Councl !members, lncludlng the recently 
elected Mayor, James O'Rourke, spoke In favor of scattered site 
housing. Coming on the heels of HUD's rejection of the Hawthorne 
Avenue site they recognized that future urban renewal funding 
would hinge on the City's abl I lty to find sites for publ le 
housing outside of areas of minority concentration. One site 
under consideration was In East Yonkers on Bronx River Road. 
According to one Councl lmember the site seemed "to flt what 
everyone has been looklng for" (US vs. Yonkers, 36). Councl Iman 
Benyo, from the twelfth ward where the site was located, was 
adamantly against Its select Ion. Prior to the vote on the sites 
the Councl I cal led a recess and went Into closed 
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session. When the vote was taken the outcome was eight to five 
against the Bronx River Road site (US vs. Yonkers, 36). Many 
s Im I I ar Instances of "counc I I man I c veto power" are documented In 
the Judge Sands rul Ing. 
The Planning Board also played an Important, If variable 
role In site selection. Whl le the Councl I, and therefore the 
Individual members, could veto decisions made by the Board, the 
Board played an Important gate-keeping function. When there was 
strong community outcry against a site, and the Planning Board 
disapproved It, generally the City Councl I also rejected the 
site (US vs. Yonkers, 40). Such was the case with the Bronx 
River Road site. On the other hand, In cases where the Planning 
Board rejected a site on technical grounds, but there was no 
community opposition, the Councl I might choose to override the 
Board's vote and recommend the site. 
The Planning Board was Influenced by community opinion, 
although not to the same degree as the City Councl I (US vs. 
Yonkers, 41). Individuals and groups often sent letters and 
petitions to the Planning Board . On occasion they appeared In 
person to make their opinions known. In addition, Councl I 
members often sat In on Planning Board sessions In which sites 
for pub I le housing were being discussed. The City Councl I also 
formed a Councl I Committee that met with agencies, such as the 
Planning Board, Involved In the site selection process. 
In the case out I lned above we can see an Instance when the 
Board was subjected to direct pressure form elected officials. 
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When the Plannlng Board was considering the eleven sites 
presented by the MHA In May 1965, Councl Iman Nlcholas Benyo made 
It clear to the Board that he was strongly opposed to the site 
being considered In his ward. The Board voted to disapprove that 
particular site. No explanatlon was recorded except for mention 
In the minutes from the Plannlng Board's meeting that 
"Councl Iman Benyo and his constituents were opposed to the site" 
(US vs. Yonkers, 29). 
Another agency which played a role In the select Ion process 
was YURA. YURA I lmlted Its role to non-pol It lea I activities. 
During this period YURA was very active In f lndlng sites, 
however, It did not take a strong role In Inf luenclng which of 
the sites were actually selected. When the City lnltlal ly 
launched the 1965-1967 campaign to find sites for publ le housing 
the acting Director of YURA, George Plantadosl, was part of the 
lnteragency team responslble for producing the first of many 
I lsts of poss Ible sites for pub I le housing. The sites Included 
on the I 1st were located throughout Yonkers. After HUD turned 
down the Hawthorne Avenue site, YURA Initiated Its own search 
for sites; the CAC subcommittee formed for this purpose was, In 
Plantadosl 'swords, "going to war to get sites for us" (US vs. 
Yonkers, 32). Yet when It came down to selecting specific sites 
YURA backed off this stance. When a citizens group In Northeast 
Yonkers asked Plantadosl to meet with them to discuss a proposed 
site In their neighborhood, he chose to respond with a letter In 
which he played down the CAC's role and explained that a 
thorough study of each site would be conducted which would 
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Include "consideration of the attitude of the local community 
toward accepting publ le housing" (US vs. Yonkers, 33-34). On an 
earl ler occasion when Emmett Burke was urging the City Councl I 
to take action on sites which had been In committee for a month, 
YURA responded that It "would not presume to recommend for or 
against any of the sites selected" (US vs. Yonkers, 29). It 
appears that YURA Interpreted Its role as a technical one of 
keeping a low prof I le whl le slmply suggesting sites. This left 
the lobbying and decision making to other actors. 
The MHA was the fourth actor In the site select Ion process. 
Although the MHA was not successful In this particular episode, 
out of al I the local City agencies It alone demonstrated a 
continuous effort to f Ind sites outside of the Southwest. Emmett 
Burke, Chairman of the MHA, was an active promoter of scattered 
site housing. The very first proposal for a pub I le housing 
project under the 1949 Housing Act submitted by the MHA was 
targeted for a site In Northwest Yonkers (US vs. Yonkers, 10). 
This site, I Ike many others In years to come, was rejected. 
Burke and the MHA did have some success. In 1979, the Councl 
approved a subsidized housing project for senior citizen's that 
was located outside of the Southwest (US vs . Yonkers, 143). It 
was Quite a victory since It was the first time since 1963 that 
a site East of the Saw Ml I I Parkway was approved. In reaction, 
two years later the City Councl I passed a resolution which 
curtal led the MHA's powers by I lmltlng Its authority to provide 
low-Income housing assistance only to senior citizens (US vs. 
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Yonkers, 128). It may wel I be that the MHA's abl I lty to be a 
pro-active supporter of scattered housing was related to Its 
charter as a semlautonomous authority. 
B. The 1970 Campaign for Pub I le Housing 
In the early 1970's, at the constant urging of HUD, Yonkers 
launched another campaign to find sites for publ le housing . This 
time the search had the express Intention of locating publ le 
housing projects "outside areas of minority concentration" (US 
vs. Yonkers, 75). 
In June 1972, after more than a year and a half of 
searching, the Park ledge site was approved by the City Councl I. 
Despite HUD's preference for an East side location, the site 
selected was In the Southwest, but It was In a predominantly 
white Southwest neighborhood. The site was approved despite Its 
location, not because of a change In attitudes on behalf of 
residents or publ le offlclals, but rather because of fortuitous 
timing, combined with steady pressure from HUD for the City to 
demonstrate progress In adopting a pol Icy of scattered site 
housing. 
When Morton Yul lsh became the f lrst administrator for the 
Department of Development In 1971, he was given the 
responslbl I lty of finding a site that would both meet HUD's 
approval and be feasible In the Yonkers pol It lea I arena. Yul lsh 
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employed two different strategies to accompl lsh this task. The 
first was to attempt to gain some support from the Councl I and 
the second was to leverage HUD's fiscal power over the City. 
Yul lsh, and his staff, conducted numerous surveys In his 
search for sites. Some assessed the phys lea I sultabl I lty of 
potential sites. Others were attempts to f Ind the support he 
knew would be necessary to gain City Councl I approval. As part 
of this strategy he held numerous meetings: sometimes private 
sessions with East side Councl !members, other times pub I le 
meetings with neighborhood associations (US vs. Yonkers, 77). 
According to testimony by Yul lsh, It was extremely dlff lcult 
to find pol It lea I backing because of del !berate efforts to "keep 
the Issue of subsidized housing at the bol I Ing point" (US vs. 
Yonkers, 77-78). One example of this charged pol ltlcal 
atmosphere was the way organized groups would argue against the 
City's housing program. These "hit squads", as Yul lsh described 
them, would come to the same meeting with neighborhood 
associations which Yul lsh and other City off lclals attended. 
Another tactic used to rally pol It lea I support was to offer 
Councl !members various Incentives to back a site In their ward , 
such as street work or a smal I park (US vs. Yonkers, 80). This 
approach met with I lttle success. Most Councl !members, agreed 
with one East side representative who contemplated backing a 
site In his ward, ultimately they determined that It was too 
risky. 
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Whl le working within the local pol ltlcal scene, Yul lsh also 
sought outside help through HUD. He Invited the regional 
Director of HUD's New York Area Office, s. WI I I lam Green, to 
Yonkers In an effort to convince the City Councl I to give 
concrete support to scattered site housing. Green Informed the 
City that If It did not bul Id subsidized housing outside of Its 
Inner city areas It would dlsqual lfy Itself from ml I I Ions of 
dollars In federal redevelopment funds (US vs. Yonkers, 82). In 
addition, Yul lsh asked HUD to put Into writing a requirement 
that a grant for the proposed Otis expansion be subject to 
Yonkers fist gaining approval for a housing site outside of 
areas of minority concentration. HUD did so, stating that al I of 
the City's urban renewal funds would be cut off unless a 
scattered site was submitted (US vs. Yonkers, 82) . 
As a result of this clear warning, In Apr I I City officials 
and the UDC acted on a proposal for subsidized housing submitted 
several months earl ler by a private developer. The site had been 
previously considered but had been rejected due to strong 
opposition by residents and the ward Councl !member Moczydlowskl. 
Circumstances were considerably changed the second time the 
site In Moczydlowskl 'sward was proposed. Uni Ike the f lrst time 
the site In Moczydlowskl 'sward was considered, this time there 
was a factor which had a strong Influence over obtaining his 
support. Many of residents of Moczydlowskl 'sward worked for the 
Otis Elevator Company. Otis had planned to leave Yonkers, In 
part because It needed additional space. The City had a 
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redevelopment proposal which would provide Otis with room to 
expand. Many of the ward residents bel leved that their Jobs were 
tied to the City's abl I lty to obtain federal funding for the 
Otis expansion project (US vs. Yonkers, 83). If the City didn't 
find a housing site acceptable to HUD It was very uni lkely that 
the funds would be forthcoming. 
Moczydlowskl gave his backing to the site. Despite the 
threat of lost Jobs If the City forfeited Its urban renewal 
funding many community residents stl I I voiced strong opposition 
to the Parkledge site. To help Insure continued backing by 
Moczydlowskl, access to the project was relocated so that It 
would not run through a slngle faml ly neighborhood despite 
objections to the change raised by the traffic planner because 
of a dangerous left-hand turn that would result (US vs. Yonkers, 
83). Furthermore, according to court testimony the Councl Iman 
was not discouraged from tel I Ing his predomlnantly white 
constituents that they would be "given preference In the rental 
of the project" (US vs. Yonkers, 83). When the site was finally 
voted on by the City Councl I It was approved unanlmously. 
Shortly thereafter, Moczydlowskl resigned his seat on the 
Councl I to take an appointment as City Clerk. 
Whl le In the short term the approval of Park ledge was 
considered by some as progress toward scattered site housing, 
the long term effect was less positive: Park ledge was the last 
time the City attempted to bul Id subsidized housing for faml Iles 
on Its own Initiative. 
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c. Housing Activities Under the 1974 Comnunlty Development Act 
Whl le Morton Yul lsh made an effort to find sites outside 
areas of minority concentration, his successor, Alfonse Yost, 
did not. In 1974, Yost was named Director of Development. During 
his tenure as Director he did I lttle to promote scattered site 
housing. In fact, It appears he often worked to appease 
Councl !members concerns when scattered site housing proposals 
were considered. In 1975, he played a key role In the City's 
negotiations with HUD over the use of Section 8 Housing 
Certlf lcates. The City petitioned for permission to change the 
program from a 50-50 spl It between senior citizens and faml Iles, 
to exclusive use of the certlf lcates by senior citizens. 
Through the Section 8 program, certlf lcate holders were 
al lowed to seek housing anywhere In the City . Many 
Councl !members were fearful of the abl I lty of faml Iles to use 
Section 8 certlf lcates In their wards. As a result, the City 
voted to reject the Section 8 program. The fol lowing day Yost 
explained to HUD official that "he was having difficulty In 
getting the administration to go along with the Section 8 
Existing program as out I lned In the Year I HAP." He then 
Just If led a change In the al location of certlf lcates ( from 100 
divided equally between senior citizens and faml Iles, to 100 
exclusively for senior citizens) based on the lack of mortgage 
monies required for the construction of new senior citizen 
housing (US vs. Yonkers, 123). 
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Yost also suggested an Incentive that could be used to 
persuade Councl !members to reconsider approval of the 
appl !cation for Section 8 certlf lcates on a senior citizen's 
exclusive use basis. Speclflcal ly Yost suggested that: 
each councl Iman be al lowed to recommend to the Agency 
eight worthy Individuals In their respective wards who 
Qua I lfy ... and the agency would give those people 
priority such that each Councl Iman could get ful I 
credit for whatever his Involvement turns out to be (US 
vs. Yonkers, 125). 
There Is further evidence that Yost did not support 
scattered site housing. When In 1975, a developer submitted a 
proposal to DOD for a Section 8 new construction housing project 
on Highland Avenue In Southwest Yonkers, Yost explained to the 
developer that the DOD's goal was to disperse subsidized housing 
throughout the City. Yet, In the same conversation, Yost 
commented that DOD "had a long way to go before that became the 
City's pol Icy." According to Judge Sand's rul Ing this aside 
prompted the developer to take another route; the developer took 
his plan to Mayor Martinel I I and was rewarded with the backing 
of the Mayor and the City Councl I (US vs. Yonkers, 134). 
Although the developer had won the backing of the City 
Councl I there was stl I I an obstacle. The City's Year I HAP 
cal led for the promotion of sites In East Yonkers. Sites In the 
West were only to be considered under extraordinary 
circumstances. However the City Councl I so strongly supported 
the project that It passed a resolution to amend the Year I HAP 
to speclflcal ly Include the Highland Avenue site . HUD was 
reluctant to process the City's proposal. In response, Yost sent 
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a letter to HUD pointing out that the Year I HAP "al lows for 
Section 8 developments In unspecified areas of West Yonkers." He 
neglected to mention, however, that projects "outside the East 
Yonkers area must have the most compel I Ing design, locational, 
and neighborhood arguments," In order to be considered, and HUD 
did not pick up on this omission . 
Yost told the would be developer about the amendment to the 
Year I HAP and gave a "guarantee that the Year I I HAP would 
speclflcal ly Include the High land Avenue site" (US vs. Yonkers, 
133). 
Whl le DOD and City Councl I went out of their way to support 
a site In West Yonkers, In direct contradiction to the City's 
Year HAP, they made an equally conscious effort to fight a 
site In East Yonkers 
Uni Ike the High land Avenue site, which the City planners 
were adamantly against, a proposal for a senior citizens housing 
proJect (Midland Mews) received a very favorable review from the 
Planning Bureau and the Planning Branch of the DOD. Fol lowing a 
meeting between the developer, the architect, and City Planning, 
Lawrence Blumenthal, Deputy Planning Director wrote this about 
the Midland Mews proposal. 
The housing . Is properly scaled In Its 
Juxtaposition next to slngle faml ly homes. 
It makes a f lne transition from S-50 (single 
faml ly) to a B ( business ) zone. The 
bul Id Ing wl I require minor variances for 
parking -- to al low ten percent parking as 
Is customary for the Elderly rather than 150 
percent as required, and a reduction In the 
allowable square feet per unit . Pistone 
bel leves these requests are Justified. 
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The Planning Branch ( of DOD ) and the 
Planning Bureau ( headed by Pistone ) agree 
that the site Is wel I suited for housing for 
the Elderly vis-a-vis publ le transportation, 
shopping, recreation, etc. as wel I as Its 
location In the eastern half of the city (US 
vs. Yonkers, 135). 
Like most proposed subsidized housing sites In East Yonkers, 
community residents were not Incl lned to support the project. 
The Midland Mews project required a parking variance and 
therefore had to be reviewed by the Zoning Board of Appeals. 
Residents attending the meetings raised numerous objections to 
the project, from Inadequate access to shopping, churches, etc. 
(contrary to the findings of City Planners) to the contention 
that the "housing would become a 'tenement' and create 'the 
seeds of a ghetto'" (US vs. Yonkers, 136). Apparently, many 
residents were concerned that the project would be converted 
from housing for senior citizens to housing for faml Iles. Litt le 
of the discussion at the Zoning Board meetings had to do with 
the parking Issue. The ward Councl !member also attended the 
second of the two meetings on the parking variance. The 
Councl Iman explained that he would not speak at the meeting on 
the advice of the City's Corporation Counsel, but he did note 
that the variance would have to be passed by the City Councl I 
(US vs. Yonkers, 136). The lmpl !cation was clear; even If the 
Board al lowed the variance It would be defeated In the Councl I. 
The Zoning Board denied the variance. The federal Court, 
however, found that the type of variance requested had been 
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routine l y granted for senior citizen's projects In the 
southwest, both before and after this Incident (US vs. Yonkers, 
137). 
The City Councl I, In Its review of the project criticized 
the site because It "lacked nearby shopping, was adjacent to 
single faml ly homes, was of Inappropriate scale and heights, and 
was 'undesirable' for senior citizens because of an 'unsightly 
car lot' nearby" (US vs. Yonkers, 138). 
After the Zoning Board's second meeting Alfonse Yost 
directed one of the Planning Bureau staff planners to "set up 
whatever meetings you feel are appropriate to establ lsh the 
City's position against this particular proposal (emphasis In 
the original) (US vs. Yonkers, 138). Clearly Yost did not feel 
that It was Inappropriate for him to oppose this project even 
though his own "technical experts" In the Planning Bureau of the 
DOD supported the proposal. The rul Ing of the CDA Director 
triumphed. 
The sharp contrast between Yul lsh's active role In seeking 
sites that were not In heavl ly minority neighborhoods and Yost's 
acquiescence to the City Councl ls's wishes, merits further study 
because It high I lghts several Important points. 
Prior to Joining the Department of Development In 1971 
Yul lsh was Deputy Director of Operations In HUD's New York Area 
office. As a result of these close ties, Yul lsh was able to use 
HUD's power over urban renewal funding to support scattered site 
housing In Yonkers. 
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However, Yul lsh had another factor In his favor--he had some 
degree of pol It lea I support. At one point Mayor Del Bel lo and 
City Manger Seymore Scher explalned to Yul lsh that "they had 
been unsuccessful In achieving It (scattered site housing) and 
that It was his turn now." According to Yul lsh, Scher "bent 
over backwards" to encourage East side Councl !members to back a 
site In their ward by offering them various publ le Improvements 
to help them persuade their constituents. 
Whl le Del Bel lo did not actlvely to support scattered site 
housing, he did not actively oppose It as he did at other times 
and as did the other Mayors. Perhaps this can be attributed to 
the strong pressure put on the City by HUD and the City's desire 
to obtain continued urban renewal funding. In July, 1971, (a 
year prior to the approval of Parkledge) Grace Malone, Director 
of the Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity Division of HUD's New 
York Area Office wrote a memorandum recommending that Yonkers 
Year I I NOP appl !cation for urban renewal funds be turned down 
based on the City's fal lure to provide relocatlon housing 
opportunities for minorities outside of heavl ly minority areas 
(US vs. Yonkers, 75). HUD subsequently made It clear that 
future funding would be contingent on select Ing a site outside 
of areas of minority concentration, and preferably East of Saw 
Ml I I River Parkway. In contrast to the relatlvely favorable 
cl lmate and supportive pol It lea I environment which Yul lsh faced. 
By the time Yost became Director of DOD any sentiment that 
had existed In support of scattered site housing had dwlndled 
slgnlflcantly. A tel I Ing sign was the elect Ion of Angelo 
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Martinel I I as Mayor. Martinel I I campaigned as an opponent of any 
additional construction of subsidized housing In Yonkers (US vs. 
Yonkers, 120). Other evidence exists that during the mid 1970's 
Yonkers dug In Its heels to resist subsidized housing 
outside the Southwest. Judge Sand noted In his decision that the 
City did not apply for Section 8 Existing Certificates for 
faml Iles at this time, even though It was wel I documented that 
assistance was badly needed. In fact, the City chose not to use 
the many certificates for senior citizens that It was al lotted 
and did I lttle to ensure that the certificates that were 
distributed were used In Eastern Yonkers. Apparently, the City 
"sought to conceal from HUD the extremely I lmlted geographic 
scope of Its outreach efforts." Furthermore, the City Councl I 
did not al low HUD to transfer the Section 8 Existing Program 
from the CDA to an agency that was "less responsive to elected 
City officials" (US vs. Yonkers, 129). 
The City Councl I during this period not only resisted 
outside pressure by HUD to promote scattered site housing It 
dismissed recommendations made by Its own Planning Bureau and 
and disregarded housing needs documented In Housing Assistance 
Plans prepared by the CDA with assistance from the Planning 
Bureau. Whl le In the past the City Planners argued against many 
of the projects supported by the Councl I (e.g., In the 
Southwest, Highland Avenue) and recommended dispersed housing, 
the City Councl I habitual ty disregarded the advice of Its 
Planners when It disagreed with them. Given Its historical ty 
I tmlted role of providing technical support and advice to the 
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City (I.e. the City Councl I and the Planning Board) and Its 
agencies, It was uni lkely that the Planning Bureau would take a 
more active posture. This conception of the Planning Bureau as 
a technical and pol It lea I ly Impotent agency, was reinforced by 
the Board Itself. In the past, the Board had made It clear that 
pol It lea I considerations not only would, but should, dominate 
techn I ca I Issues. 
For examp I e, In 1962 the PI ann Ing Board met to cons Ider a 
proposal to Increase the number of units planned for a pub I le 
housing project In the Southwest (Schlohohm Houses). lnltlally 
the Board disapproved the proposal because the Increase would 
result In an overconcentratlon of pub I le housing In the area. In 
a subsequent meeting the proposal was reconsidered. Planning 
Director Phi I I Ip Pistone advocated dispersion of subsidized 
housing stating that there was "no reason why It should al I be 
concentrated In one area ... one ward (US vs. Yonkers, 23-24). A 
Board member responded that his view was "Interesting" but 
"pol It lea I ly Impractical ... when you come up before Councl I, 
every Councl Iman objects to It." Fol lowing this exchange the 
Planning Board voted again on the expansion proposal, this time 
approving It (eventually this particular proposal was dropped 
from further consideration). According to one staff planner the 
Bureau wl I I often make recommendations, but It "cannot tel I them 
(the Planning Board) what to think." (El Iman 1987) Yet the 
minutes and other documents do not demonstrate strong fol low-up 
by the professional planning staff In an attempt to either 
change the opinion of the Board, or to el lclt community 
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reactions to site select Ions even though there was support In 
the community. 
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VII. SIJaAARY 
The purpose of this study was to examine how the decisions 
for pub I le and subsidized housing In Yonkers were made, and In 
partlcular to explore the role of the planners In the 
segregation of publ le housing and schools. The hypotheses of 
this study are twofold; first, that the professlonal planners, 
by and large, refused to acknowledge the relationship between 
the composition and locatlon of housing and the resultant 
segregation of schools. For example, they did not understand the 
relatlonshlp between the locatlon of publ le housing and the 
Issues of school segregation planning, bus routes, feeder 
patterns, and school enrollment compost Ion. And second, that 
planners were Ineffective In lnfluenclng, or would not engage 
In, the pol It lea I process which promoted housing segregation 
through the site selectlon process over the past forty years. In 
addition, they refused to Influence the school districts' 
decisions which promoted school segregation. 
These hypotheses were exp I lcated by an analysls of how site 
decisions for publ le housing were made In Yonkers. It emerged 
very qulckly that there was not one "planner" but many planners, 
and each represented different agencies Involved In the site 
select Ion process. There was not one role, but many. The 
pol ltlcal and soclal environment In Yonkers had a significant 
Influence over those roles. The City Councl I enjoyed broad 
leglslatlve powers. It had control over site select Ion, and al I 
City pol lcles and plans, Including Master Plans and Housing 
Assistance Plans. 
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The select Ion of sites for pub I le and subsidized housing was 
not based on standardized plannlng criteria, the needs of the 
community, or an evaluatlon of alternative scenarios, but on 
"pol ltlcal feaslbl I lty." Ultlmately, when a decision was made on 
a site by City Councl I It rarely mattered what the Plannlng 
Bureau or the Plannlng Board recommended. The City Councl I 
almost lnvarlably chose to support the vocal majority which was 
opposed to the recommendation of sites outside the minority 
areas. It was uni lkely that such a site would ever be serlously 
considered. 
The City Councl I In deal Ing with publ le housing was faced 
with a di lemma. It recognized the badly deteriorated condition 
of Its downtown area as a serious threat to the City's economic 
vita I lty and potent la I for future growth. Therefore, on the one 
hand, It strongly desired federal funding to support urban 
renewal. On the other hand, Councl !members did not want to 
Jeopardize the status quo In their wards which would In turn 
Jeopardize their own pol ltlcal future. 
The soclal culture In Yonkers, expressed by the white 
majority, was rig Idly opposed to publ le housing In their 
neighborhoods. Overtly, because of economic reasons, but In fact 
raclal prejudice was clearly a Involved. This had a very strong 
Impact on Councl I decisions. The ward system which was hlghly 
responsive to local concerns bul It In a strong tendency to place 
local Interest above the Interests of the City as a whole. 
Hence, again and again the City Councl I chose to push pub I le 
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housing Into the heavl ly minority Southwest. The Councl I and the 
CDA rat Iona I I zed this pol Icy by Justifying the use of pub I le 
housing In the Southwest as an anchor to redevelopment. 
Nonetheless, when the location of subsidized housing In the 
Northwest and East was required In order to obtain federal 
funding the City Councl I very often voted to forfeit that 
funding. It was In this pol Icy environment that professional 
planners from al the agencies had to operate . 
The Municipal Housing Authority's mission was to propose, 
construct, and operate, pub I le housing In Yonkers. It was 
largely an Independent authority and did attempt to carry out 
Its mission within the pol ltlcal context. It did not conf lne 
Itself to site selection only In the Southwest. Burke, the MHA's 
Chairman for over twenty years, took an active role In trying to 
promote scattered site housing. From 1940 ti I I 1980 the MHA 
regularly proposed sites In the Northwest and East and In 
several cases was actually successful In gaining their approval. 
But even the MHA projects ultimately required approval by the 
Planning Board, and then by the City Councl I, hence most of Its 
efforts were unsuccessful. 
Morton Yul lsh, Director of the Department of Development 
(1971-1974) was given the task of finding scattered site 
housing. In an attempt to achieve this end he worked through the 
local pol ltlcal system as wel I as drawing In outside Influences 
such as, HUD. Through his efforts, the City Councl I did In fact 
approve a site that was, If not In the heart of East Yonkers, at 
least In an area outside of minority concentration. It Is 
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Important to recognize that had Yul lsh been working on his own 
he would probably not have been successful. He had support 
within the pol ltlcal process, particularly from Seymour Scher 
(1970's), who did much to rally the pol ltlcal support necessary 
for approval of the site. 
The Planning Bureau, headed by Phi I Ip Pistone, historically 
defined Its role as a provider of technical Information to the 
City Councl I, the Planning Board and other City agencies. By 
espousing a technical role the Planning Bureau attempted to 
largely divorce Itself from the pol l tlcal arena to the point 
where Judge Sand noted that Plstone's testimony "with respect to 
al I pol ltlcal matters was characterized by profess Iona I 
lnabl I lty to recollect" (US vs . Yonkers, 78). 
The Planning Bureau over the years supported the concept of 
scattered site housing. In each period examined by the court It 
recommended sites outside of mi nority concentration which met 
local and federal planning criteria. As early as 1959 It 
expressed concern over the "lower faml ly Income concentration In 
the periphery of the CBD" (US vs . Yonkers, 43). The Bureau 
opposed sites In the Southwest which violated zoning ordinances 
or Jeopardized other plans for redevelopment of the downtown 
area. Yet there Is no documentation of fol low-up or community 
strategies once their recommendations were rejected. 
Whl le many of the Planning Bureau's actions and 
recommendations supported the dispersion of subsidized housing 
throughout the City, the Planning Bureau was unable to persuade 
the City Councl I to make decisions based on thoughtful analysis 
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and consideration of alternatives. Judge Sand noted that It was 
"dlfflcult to discern any plan at work" (US vs. Yonkers, 45). 
However, It was not that planning did not occur In Yonkers, but 
that the planners were very I lmlted In their understanding of 
the comprehensive nature of their work and the Impact of their 
decisions on other sectors of I lfe In the City. In addition, 
their conception of their role as technicians rather than 
advocates or community mediators left the City Councl I free to 
Ignore the Bureau's recommendations or use Its advice and 
technical Information selectively, depending on the particular 
situation. 
In contrast to the Planning Bureau, YURA and particularly 
Its successor, the CDA, attempted to take an active role In 
shaping the development of subsidized housing In Yonkers 
beginning In the 1960's. Its goal was to Implement urban renewal 
projects. It took what measures It could to attain that end. 
When Walter Webdale became Director of YURA In 1967, the City's 
Stage I I urban renewal project had come to a halt. His primary 
objective was to get the process back In motion. It was clear 
that this would not be accompl I shed by promoting scattered site 
housing. Consequently, Webdale and his staff compromised with 
the pol ltlcal situation and concentrated on the Southwest. They 
located sites, recruited sponsors, and aided developers In their 
deal lngs with HUD and the City Councl I through technical and 
pol It lea I support. The practice of agreeing to a pol Icy of 
segregation In order to obtain badly needed publ le housing was 
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continued by Alphonse Yost as Director of the CDA. 
When Yost assumed office It was apparent that the City 
Councl I would not support programs which ental led the 
development of subsidized housing outside the Southwest. He 
negotiated changes with HUD to the City's housing plans to 
appease the City Councl I's concerns. Despite the fact that a 
major goal of the Housing and Community Development Act was to 
encourage the dispersal of housing opportunities for minorities 
the CDA did I lttle to further that goal. nor did HUD. For 
example, the HAP's prepared for the first three years of the 
program documented the need for housing for faml Iles, yet the 
CDA did not act on this need other than rehab I I I tat Ing 
structures In the Southwest. 
The development of pub I le and subsidized housing In Yonkers 
through the eyes of the court provides an opportunity to examine 
different roles assumed by planners. The roles chosen were to a 
great extent shaped by the goals of the particular agency and 
the pol ltlcal and soc la I environment of Yonkers. 
Those who carried out planning In Yonkers were faced with 
Incompatible goals desired by the federal government and the 
City of Yonkers; federal pol Icy was to Implement urban renewal 
and at the same time expand housing opportunities for 
minorities. The elected officials of Yonkers defined their goal 
as restoring the Southwest without disturbing the status quo of 
the white majority. The outcome of this confl let was that only 
the City's goal was real I zed. The planners Influence on site 
select Ion for publ le housing In the last forty years was, at the 
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very bets, neg I lg Ible, and, at the worst, supportive of a 
pol ltlcal process which concentrated subsidized housing In the 
Southwest. Over the long term the effect was to I lmlt housing 
opportunities for minorities to one area of the City, which In 
turn I lmlted educatlonal opportunities for that same populatlon. 
The role the planner assumes not only has lmpl !cations In 
terms of effectiveness In achieving desired ends, but It also 
has lmpl !cations for the qua I lty of I lfe and opportunities 
aval lable to the residents of the community In which the planner 
works. The planner must carefully consider whose goals are being 
served and whose goals are being excluded. 
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1971: 
APPENDIX A 
TIMELINE: HOW PAST EVENTS ADDED UP TO A SUIT 
United States Department of Housing and Urban 
Development warns the city of Yonkers against further 
concentration of subsidized housing In west Yonkers. 
Reg Iona I Director S. WI I I lam Green tel Is the City to 
develop a fair housing plan and develop scattered 
housing sites. 
1972-1977: 
Subsidized and publ le housing bul It during this period 
Is concentrated In Southwest Yonkers. 
Board of ed closes six schools In 1976 because of 
flscal crisis. The same year the board disbands a task 
force set up to look at the problem of segregation and 
does not act on the panel's recommendations. 
A 1977 Integration plan proposed by Schools 
Superintendent Joseph Robatlel le Is withdrawn because 
It cal Is for some busing. 
Jan . 10, 1978: 
Yonkers chapter NAACP fl les complalnt with the U.S. 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the 
U.S . Department of Justice charging Yonkers schools are 
lntentlonal ly segregated . Both departments Investigate. 
June 25, 1980: 
The federal government Issues Its reply to the NAACP 
complalnt. Yonkers schools are "purposefully" 
segregated by race due to "actions and omissions of 
both the Board and the city." The government gives the 
city and Board 30 days to show wl I I lngness to correct 
vlolatlons or face a lawsuit. 
June 26, 1980: 
After a separate Investigation the federal Department 
of Education's Office of Clvl I Rights charges the 
district with discriminating against minority students 
by placlng large numbers In classes for the emotlonal ly 
disturbed. 
July 19, 1980: 
School Board votes to "express Its wl I I lngness" to 
comply with government orders, but denies ever doing 
anything to segregate schools lntentlonal ly. The Board 
votes to set up a speclal citizen's committee to 
develop a voluntary Integration plan. 
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August 26, 1980: 
Justice Department offlclals ask the School Board to 
sign a consent decree that proposes certain guide I Ines. 
The enrollment at each of the district's 35 schools 
would have to reflect " as closely as posslble" the 40% 
minority enrollment citywide. It would also require the 
Integration plan to be complete by February 1981 for 
Implementation the fol lowlng September. 
August 28, 1980: 
Board refuses to sign consent decree saying It wants to 
let a citizen's group develop an Integration plan. 
Meanwhl le, John Romano, a member of the School Board , 
offers an alternative plan that cal Is for Integrating 
the City's five high schools by shifting minority 
students over four years. 
Sept. 16, 1980: 
Board appoints 15 members to the Citizen's Plannlng 
Advisory Committee to come up with Integration plan. 
Only two blacks and one Hispanic are members. Also 
represented are the PTA, clergy, and local taxpayer 
groups. Committee meets many times In 1980 but does not 
come up with specific plan to desegregate the schools. 
Nov. 4, 1 980: 
U.S. Department of Education writes a letter Informing 
school district that It has untl I Nov. 14 to comply 
with Integration guldel Ines set forth In the proposed 
consent decree. The Department warns that fal lure to 
comply wl I I prompt a federal lawsuit. 
Nov 1 2, 1 980: 
Yonkers School Superintendent Joan Raymond announces 
she has Just received the letter. A request for a 
deadl lne extension Is denied by federal offlclals. 
Nov. 22, 1980: 
School board adopts Its own guldel Ines that would apply 
to each school on a voluntary basis. Federal offlclals 
reject the plan, charging It "contains many serious 
loopholes" such as mandatory reassignment of students 
to achieve Integration. 
Nov . 24, 1 980: 
Yonkers School District asks federal Judge to block the 
threatened federa I I awsu It. WI th In hours, U.S. DI str I ct 
Judge Leonard B. Sand throws the motion out of court. 
Dec 1, 1980: 
The Justice Department f Iles suit In U.S. District 
Court In Manhattan to force the school district to 
Integrate and to require the city to develop future 
subsidized housing In areas outside of minority 
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concentration. It Is the first time the federal 
government has charged a municipal lty both with housing 
and school segregation. School and city officials say 
they are ready to fight the case In court but wl I I Ing 
to continue negotiations with federal off lclals. 
March 19, 1981: 
At the recommendation of Dr. Raymond, Board of 
Education withdraws a plan to desegregate five schools 
by busing minorities. City Councl I votes to withhold 
funds for desegregation. 
June 29, 1981: 
Judge Sands al lows the Yonkers chapter of the NAACP to 
Join the case with the Justice Department. The NAACP 
Joins on behalf of Charlotte Ryer, a resident of one of 
the subsidized housing complexes, and her teen age 
daughter, Regina, a student at Yonkers High School. 
NAACP Is also granted permission to represent "al I 
slml larly situated black and minority children and 
the I r f am I I I es. " 
NAACP sues HUD, charging that It approved housing plans 
and distributed funds that led to concentration of 
minorities In West Yonkers. 
June 2, 1982: 
The Justice Department offers to drop Its suit If the 
school board and city government sign a consent decree 
slml lar to the one presented In August 1980, city and 
board officials reject the offer. 
Sept. 10, 1982: 
Judge sand appoints Alexander Forger of Larchmont as 
mediator In the hopes of reaching an out-of-court 
settlement. Meetings with Forger during the ensuing 
months prove fruitless. 
February 1983: 
Court te I Is CI ty Counc I I It cannot go through w I th I ts 
planned sale of former school 4 In Southeast Yonkers to 
a developer for conversion to condominiums. The school 
Is one of 14 potential sites for low-Income housing In 
East Yonkers I lsted by the city In 1980 and NAACP had 
contended the site should be held In reserve untl I suit 
was settled. 
March 1983: 
Dr Raymond submits a consol ldatlon plan to the federal 
government that cal Is for closing six schools and 
establ I sh Ing magnet centers. The plan Is rejected by 
both the Justice Department and the NAACP because It 
cal Is for voluntary busing. 
Aug. 2 1983: 
Trial begins 
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October 1983: 
Judge Sand takes a private, two day tour of Yonkers 
accompanied by lawyers Involved In the lawsuit and a 
court reporter. 
Nov. 11, 1983: 
The trlal Is recessed to al low Forger time to try and 
mediate a settlement. The recess lasts seven months. 
Publ le meetings and ral Iles In East Yonkers are held to 
voice opposition to subsidized housing proposals. 
March 19, 1984: 
Judge Sand approves a partial settlement of the lawsuit 
between the NAACP and HUD. HUD, agrees to set aside 
funds to bul Id low-Income housing and provide rent 
subsidies In east Yonkers, and to cut off ml I I Ions of 
dollars of Community Development grants to Yonkers If 
the city does not bul Id the housing and accept the rent 
subsidies. 
March 20, 1984: 
Board of Ed votes 8-1 to accept a voluntary plan to 
Integrate the schools under a tentative settlement 
reached with the Justice Department and NAACP. The 
five-year plan, which does not cal I for mandatory 
busing, was negotiated by mediator Alexander Forger. 
City Councl I subseQuently refuses to fund the plan. 
June 12, 1984: 
Trlal resumes 
July 20, 1984: 
City Councl I votes 4-3 to designate two east Yonkers 
sites for construction of low-Income housing pursuant 
to HUD's reQuest, one near Tuckahoe Road, the other a 
vacant, state owned parcel on Yonkers Avenue. Several 
days later, the NAACP urges HUD to reject the sites. 
Sept. 18, 1984: 
Trlal ends 
March 1985: 
HUD rejects the two east Yonkers housing sites, saying 
the city does not have the control needed to guarantee 
development. City off le la ls say they wl I I correct the 
problem. 
Nov. 20 1985: 
Judge Sand finds city and Board of Education gul It of 
decisive pattern of raclal segregation In Its housing 
and schools. 
SOURCE: Herald Statesman, November 21, 1985, p. A3 
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APPENDIX C - CON'T 
Number of 
Project Type Units Approved Opened 
1 . Mulford Gardens Fam I ly 550 1938 1940 
(Emmet Burke Gardens) 
2. Cottage Place Faml ly 250 1942 1949 
Gardens 
3. Schlobohm Houses Fam I ly 413 1950 1953 
4. Sunset Green Faml ly 70 1957 1960 
5. Sunnyside Manor Fam I ly 121 1957 1964 
6. Loehr Court Senior 108 1958 1962 
Citizen 
7. Hal I Court Faml ly 48 1958 1962 
8. Calgano Homes Fam I ly 278 1958 1964 
9. Walsh Houses Senior 300 1961 1967 
Citizen 
10. Phi I I lpse Towers Fam I ly 544 1962 1964 
1 1 . Kristensen Houses Senior 32 1963 1967 
Citizen 
1 2 . Curran Court Senior 186 1963 1967 
Citizen 
1 3 . Jefferson Terrace Fam I ly 64 1968 1971 
14. Highland Terrace Fam I ly 96 1968 1969 
15. Messiah Baptist Fam I ly 130 1970 1972 
16. Flynn Manor Senior 140 1970 1971 
Citizen 
17. 10 Orchard St. Fam I ly 8 1970 1971 
1 8 . Riverview Fam I ly 454 1970 1975 
1 9 . Riverview I I Fam I ly 343 1970 1975 
20. Frazier Homes Faml ly 21 1970 1973 
21 . The Dorado Fam I ly 188 1970 1973 
22. Whitney Young Fam I ly 195 1970 1974 
Manor 
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APPENDIX C - CONT'D 
Number of 
Project Type Units Approved Opened 
23. Waverly Arms Faml ly 28 1970 1974 
24. Fr. Flnlnan Senior 150 1970* 1974 
Su I I I van Towers Citizen 
25. 164-170 Buena Fam I ly 12 1971 1971 
Vista Ave. 
26. Seven Pines Fam I ly 300 1971 1974 
27. Cromwe I I Towers Faml ly 317 1971 1974 
28.Jackson terrace Faml ly 181 1971 1973 
29. Park ledge Fam I ly 310 1972 1975 
30. Lane Hiii Apts Senior 109 1976 1980 
Citizen 
31 . Margaret Hughes Senior 101 1977 1980 
Housing 
32. 28 Lamartine Terr. Mixed 82 1977 1979 
33. 557 So. Broadway Mixed 14 1977 1979 
34. St. Caslmlr's Senior 264 1978 1980 
35. 182 n. Broadway Fam I ly 62 1979 1981 
36. Kubasek-Trlnlty Senior 130 1979 1981 
Citizen 
37. Monastery Manor Senior 146 1979 1982 
38. Post Street Apts. Fam I ly 55 1980 1981 
* Prel lmlnary Approval; final approval given In October 1973 
Source: GX 1225.52; 1099.9; 1099.11; C-1700. 
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